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ABSTRACT
This contract for the development of electronically tunable
converters in the millimeter wave range was divided into four tasks.
Task A involved an investigation of the conversion gain of a single cir-
cuit converter as a function of intermediate-frequency. A detailed
theoretical analysls_ with extensive computer results, was performed.
This theoretical investigation was supplemented by an experimental
program which verified the theory. A noise analysis 3 based on a
simplified noise model_ also was made. The results of this investiga-
tion have shown that the single circuit converter cannot be used as a
receiver front end for low signal levels but can be useful in high
level applications.
Task B was an experimental program to determine the character-
istics of circular versions of the meander line. Four versions were
investigated and the results showed that the plane meander line could
be deformed without unduly impairing its properties. The results
also showed that the theory of the plane meander line can be used as
a guide to the design of modified circuits.
Task C was the design and construction of single circuit
backward-wave tubes for operation in the 50 75 Gc/s frequency range.
Two different designs were followed and one of the designs resulted in
a tube which could be operated as either an amplifier or an oscillator.
As an oscillator, the tube generated i0 mW minimum power out from
67 to 75 Gc/s with a maximum output of 33 mW at 69 GC/So
Task D was the design and construction of double circuit
backward-wave converter tubes for operation in the 50 - 75 Gc/s
iii
frequency range. No tubes were built but a low noise gun was de-
signed and built. Gun tests are incomplete. A theoretical analysis
of the double circuit converterj with extensive computer results,
was performed. A noise analysis also was made and indicated that a
noise figure of 20 db was possible for this frequency range. The
double circuit converter can be useful as a receiver front end for
low signal levels.
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I. INTRODUCT ION
The overall aim of this program is to fabricate backward-wave
converters for the millimeter region Of the spectrum. '1'he feasibility
of these devices is based in part on previous experience that this
laboratory has had with backward-wave devices for wideband receiver
applications. Initial work in this field was done on contract
AF30(602),1545 which called for the development of electronically-
swept receivers. These receivers, using a backward-wave amplifier as a
preselector, a backward-wave oscillator as the local oscillator, and a
crystal as the mixing element in a superheterodyne arrangement were
capable of being electronically tuned over an octave in frequency.
Amplifiers and oscillators were built for operation in two frequency
bands, UHF (500 - 1000 Mc/s) and L (1 - 2 Cc/s).
This success led to further work on contract AF30(602)-2025
to develop a specific backward-wave converter in which the receiver _
elements are combined in a single vacuum envelope using a single
electron beam, the beam also acting as the mixing element. This
device is represented schematically in Figure I. Converters were built
in the UHF band_ with the i-f at 60 Mc/s 3 and were capable of conversion
gains (r-f power in to i-f power out) in excess of 20 db across the band.
The success with these tubes led to the program that presently is being
pursued.
As originally conceived, the present program was to be
accomplished in four phases which may be summarized as follows:
Phase _ - Feasibility study - converter theory and experimental
studies of the converter components.
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Figure 1. Backward-wave converter
Phase II - Experimental oscillator and amplifier tube fabrication.
Phase III- Semi-breadboard converter tube fabrication.
Phase IV - Final design converter tube fabrication and production.
The first phase of this work was undertaken for NASA on Contract
NASw-430. Three main accomplishments were recordedduring that contract.
First_ a theory for the backward-wave converter was evolved which corre-
lated well with experimental data. Second_ from a study of slow-wave
circuits suitable for use in the millimeter region_ a new circuit 3 the
ridge-loaded meander line_ emerged which appeared to be the most
attractive for wideband performance in the millimeter region. Thirdj
a new concept 3 the single circultj backward-wave converter 3 in which
one circuit acts as both amplifier and oscillator_ was conceived. Pre-
liminary studies of the single circuit converter indicated that it
could be a useful millimeter wave device.
Conclusions drawn from the preliminary studies of the single
circuit converter led to a revision in the program. The revision com-
bined Phases II and Ill (above) into a single phase. It is this
"3-
combined phase which is the subject of this contract. The scope of
this contract is an experimental program for the development of milli-
meter wave, electronically tunable converters. The work program was
scheduled in the contract into four tasks. The contract statements of
these tasks are sunlnarized as follows:
Task A
Investigate the effect that varying the intermediate-frequency
has on the conversion gain of a single circuit converter.
Task B
Experimentally determine the characteristics of ridge-loaded,
meander line circuits partially or totally wrapped into a circular con-
figuration.
Task C
Design and construct three backward-wave tubes in the 50 to
75 Gc/s range, each of which is suitable for operation as an oscillator,
amplifier, or single circuit converter.
Task D
Design and construct three double circuit experimental back-
ward-wave converters for operation in the 50 - 75 Gc/s frequency range.
This shall be accomplished after completion of Task C.
The first two tasks (A and B) were undertaken concurrently
because they were independent of each other. It would have been pre-
ferable if the start of Task C could have awaited the completion of
Task B. Task C (and Task D) required long lead time items and had to
be started as soon as preliminary results were available from Task Bo
Because Task C was started before all the results of Task B were avail-
able and because of technical reasons which will be discussed later,
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two of the four circuits which were being studied on Task B were selected
for use in Task C tubes. Two deslgns# using the two clrcuits_ were pur-
sued concurrently. In the time availablej it was possible to build and
test 3 with some minor modlflcations3 only first design tubes. Task D
tubes_ which wege to be based on the final design Task C tubes_ were not
started.
Several theoretical studies_ not required but pertinent to
this work_ were made because they could be done concurrently with re-
quired tasks. These were a space charge wave analysis of the double
circuit converter and a noise analysis_ based on a simplified noise
model_ both of the single circuit converter and of the double circuit
converter.
The technical portion of this report is divided into four
sections with one section devoted to each task. The next section
(Section 2) describes the work done on Task A. The preliminary
studies (performed on Contract NASw-430) indicated that the conversion
gain of the single circuit converter could compare favorably to the
double circuit converter. The single circuit converter has obvious
advantages with respect to constructlon_ slzej and weight. Howeverj
the detailed analysis and measurements described in Section 2 show
that the conversion gain does not come up to expectatlon_ -40 db
being the best measured value. Refinements might add another I0 db
but this is still more than 50 db down from the best measured values
with a double circuit converter. Low conversion gain also breeds high
noise figure which further detracts from the performance. This is
demonstrated by the noise analysis of the single circuit converter which
is included at the end of Section 2.
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Section 3 describes the work done on Task B. The work done
on Contract NASw-A30 showed that, because of broad bandwidth, relatively
constant impedance over the band and constructional simplicityj the
ridge-loaded meander line is an attractive millimeter wave device. The
meander line is a plane structure and hence applicable to strip beams.
These beams are much less desirable than cylindrical beams with respect
to constructional detail, control, low-noise, etc. Thus, the present
task of experimentally determining the characteristics of the meander
line modified for cylindrical beam geometry was undertaken. Four cir-
cuits were studied. The differences among the four circuits and their
development from plane geometry are shown in Figure 2. The first three
types (Figures 2b_ c and d) varied in their ratio of beam tunnel diameter
to bar length while the fourth type (Figure 2e) is a half-circuit or
semi-circular circuit whose beam tunnel diameter to bar length ratio is
the same as that for Type III. Measurements were made by resonance
techniques in both L and S bands. Impedance calcuations were made by
zero-order perturbation theory but the accuracy was improved by cor-
rections which accounted for the effect of a higher order mode and for
field modifications due to the perturbation.
The effect of the beam tunnel on the circuit properties is
only slight although there is a noticeable reduction in the impedance
of the -2 space harmonic (that employed in the backward-wave converter)
at the low frequency end of the band. The circuits with larger diameter
beam tunnels showed strong anti-phase modes which were not apparent in
the circuits with smaller tunnel diameters. The semi-circular circuit
(Type IV) was also very free of spurious modes and_ as was to be ex-
pected, had an interaction impedance which was very nearly the same as
that of the plane meander line.
£1age mea_e_ l_es
Type III
££gu_e 2. F_ v_e_ o£ the P_ane mea_de_ li_e and £ou_ cyl_ndrical geometCY
_ean ba¢ length is the same £o_ all cirCuits
modL_icati°ns"
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Section 4 describes the work done on Task Co Tubes were
built using Type III and Type IV circuits° Both amplifiedj the former
also oscillated. Design considerations are discussed and the measure-
ments made on the full-circular circuit tube are presented.
Section 5 descr£bes the work done on Task D. The design of a
double circuit backward-wave converter requires several features not
present in the simpler single circuit converter. These features are
discussed in this section. In addition 3 the design of a low-noise
gun is presented. A space charge wave analysis3 with computer results_
and a noise analysis_ based on a simple noise model 3 also are presented
for the double circuit converter.
Finally 3 Section 6 presents the conclusions and recommendations
for further work° Because we are convinced that the designs bascially
are sound 3 we are continuing work on a modified Task C tube under an
ITT internally funded program. Based on the expected success with
these tubes and the results presented in this report 3 we recommend that
work on millimeter wave double circuit converters be continued.
-8-
2o TASK A
2.1 Introduction
The single circuit I backward-wave converter (SCC) is a swept
superheterodyne receiver front end in which a single slow-wave structure3
operating in a backward-wave space harmonic_ interacting with an electron
beam 3 performs the function of the r-f amplifier I local Qscillator_ and
mixer (Figure 3). Compared to a double, circuit_ backward-wave converter
Gun Collector
r-f
Input
Figure 3, Single circuit converter
Output
(DCC)_ such as that shown schematically in Figure l_ the SCC has several
obvious advantages. It is easier to fabricate and build. It is shorter
and_ principally because a smaller magnet is needed_ weighs less than the
DCC. The DCC requires two swept voltages that must be tracked together.
Since the SCC requires only one_ the power supply complexity can be re-
duced significantly_ thereby reducing the size and weight of a complete
receiver package.
A theoretical study of the SCC was begun on Contract NASw-430.
At the end of that contract_ an equation for the i-f current magnitude
had been derived and calculations based on a two-wave Cnlgh QC)3
-9 °
lossless theory had been made. A comparison made between the i-f cur-
rents of a SCC and a DCC indicated that the conversion gain of a SCC
could exceed that of a DCC. Some disadvantages of the SCC were noted.
These included poor image frequency rejection t higher noise figure I
and less freedom for choosing the value of the i-f than with the DCC.
A further and more detailed study of the SCC was required and was the
basis for Task A.
Task A involved both a theoretical and an experimental pro-
gram. Part o£ the theoretical program has been reported in the past_
both in the final report on Contract NASw-430 and in the bimonthly re-
ports on this contract. However I for the sake of completeness I the
theory will be presented here in its entirety. The problem we wish to
consider is" if a signal is injected into a SCC (see Figure 3) at fre-
quency fs while the device is oscillating at frequency fol what is the
difference frequency current on the beam_ id? The difference frequency I
fd_ is given by £d " Jfs " fol" If the real part o£ the effective i-f +
load impedance is RLI then the power out at the difference frequency is
(1/2)id_ L and thus I the conversion gain may be determined, The solu-
tion is based on a first order nonlinear model for frequency conversion
which has been investigated by DeGrasse. The DeCrasse equations in
turn require the solutions for the space charge waves which are solved
using coupled mode theory. The equations were programmed for computer
solution and the results are presented as curves of a normalized dif-
ference frequency current as a function of normalized difference fre-
quency, Also presented are curves of current as a function of circuit
loss and as a function of QC.
÷i-f and difference frequency_ as used in this report_ are synonymous.
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The measurement program was performed on a vehicle designed
to operate in S-band. The vehicle actually was a DCC but could be
used as a SCC simply by keeping the first (amplifier) hellx inoperative.
In order to test the theory 3 the conversion gain was measured as a func-
tion of fd with fo held constant. _n additlon_ to make theoretlcal cal-
culations for this specific experlmentj a measurement of r-f gain as a
function of fs while the tube was oscillating at fo was required and
was made.
2.2 Theoretical Investigation
For many practical purposes an e_ectron beam can be regarded
as having a linear characteristic_ that is_ the current and velocity at
onepoint are linearly related to the current and velocity at another
point. This relationship no longer applies when the a-c quantities
are comparable with the d-c quantities. The non-linearity which then
appears is responsible for saturation I frequency multiplication and
mixing. If two signals of frequencies fa and fb are simultaneously
impressed 3 then due to the non-linearitiesj fa ± fb_ 2faj 2fb3
2fa ± fb_ fa ± 2fb3 etc. frequencies also will be present. The
phenomenon of frequency conversion was investigated by DeGrasse 1
assuming a first order non-linear medelj that is_ the signal at the
frequency of interest is assumed to be proportional to the amplitude
at the fundamental frequencies.
In the SCC we wish to extract the difference frequency term.
DeGrasse has shown that the current and velocity at this frequency can
be obtained in the following form
1All references are given in Section 7.
-ll-
dvd/dz- "J(_qd/_d)(id/Io)- (2Uo) "1 (d/dz)(VoV* s) -J(t_d/Uo)voV: (2-1)
-I * .
did/dz '= J(t0d/_o)lo -Uo + (2Io) (ioV s + Vois) + Vovs/U o (2-2)
where id3 v d are the current and velocity respectivelyj at the difference
radian frequency_ _t. ios Vo and isj v s are the corresponding quantities
at the oscillator radian frequency_ o and the signal radian frequency# _s3
respectively. I o and Uo are the d-c current and velocity# Wqd is the re-
duced plasma radian frequency at _d_ and * denotes the complex conjugate.
iol Vo_ is1 and v s may be related to the fast and slow space charge waves
by the following relations
io = _ @fo - Aqo)
Vo ffi (Uo/2Vo,2>/2_o(Afo + Xqo)
is __ (Afs - Aqs)
v s = (Uo/2Vo_ (Afs + Aqs)
(2-3)
(2-4)
(2-5)
(2-6)
with
wo = 2Vo/koio , Ws=2Vo/ks10
where Afo and Afs denote the fast space charge waves at t_o and ws re-
spectively1 Aqo and Aqs denote the slow space charge waves at W o and a_s
respectively, Vo is the d-c voltage# and Wqo and_qs denote the reduced
plasma radian frequency at_ o and_ s respectively.
At this point there Is no difference between the SCC and the
DCC. The difference arises in the derivation of the space charge waves.
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The discussion of the DCC will be deferred until Section 5. The deriva-
tion of the space charge waves for the SCC is given in Appendix A. Also
given in Appendix A is the solution for the SCC difference frequency
currents idl. It may be written as (see Equation (k-16))
tdl =  /FjClolV o HI (2-7)
where Ps is the input power to the circuit at fss C is Pierce's gain
parameter and H1 is a complicated function of the system parameters.
H1 is derived in Appendix £ and s in general t is given by Equation (A-I7).
An approximate form of HI for cases when QC is high is given by Equation
(£-19) while another approximation for HI for high QC and no loss is
given by Equation 01_-20).
The conversion gain for a SCC_ gl_ is defined by
Sl - (I/2)£21RL/Ps - (I/2)c(]r,.o/Vo)RL H2 (z-s)
or in db by
C1 = 10 log gl = 10 log (I/2)C(Zo/Vo)RLH _ (2-9)
The variation of conversion gain with difference frequency can
be seen in curves of normalized i-f current s His as a function of
normalized difference frequency s fd/fo. To this end s Equations (A-17)
and (A-19) for HI were programmed for solutions on an electronic
digital computer. Two values of QC were chosen: QC - 0.2 and 1_ four
values of the total circuit loss parameter were chosen: Q - 01 10s 20s
and 30 db. The range of the difference frequency was taken as
0 _ fd/f o _ 0.1. The value Of_qd/_dwas required for the calculations
-13-
and a value of 0.07 + was determined with the aid of curves given by
Branch and Mihran. 2
The curves of H 1 as a function of fd/fo are presented in
Figures 4 - 6. In the region 0.02< fd/fo<_O.1, H I goes through a series
of maxima and minima. This is shown in Figure 4. The dashed curve re-
presents the mean value of H I in this region. For all other curves
(Figures 5 and 6)I H 1 is smoothed out where a similar variation is
encountered. In order that zero may be shown on a logarithmic axis,
the first part of the fd/fo axis is shown broken so that the origin of
this axis is zero, not 0.001 as it would be normally. This procedure
is adopted in Figures 4 - 6.
Figure 7 shows the variation of H 1 as a function of _ for
fd/f O approaching zero. The curve labeled "Large QC" is the solution
of Equation (A-19) for the two-wave theory, that is, the theory with
the fast space charge wave neglected. It can be seen that the two-wave
theory is a good approximation for QC > 2.
Figure 8 shows the variation of HI, as a function of QC for
fd/fo approaching zero. H I increases with QC until it saturates at the
value given by the two-wave theory. This occurs at QC_ I except for
Q=0.
A study of these curves leads to the conclusion that the con-
version gain of a SCC increases either as the difference frequency de-
creases, as QC increases_ or as the circuit loss decreases. The latter
is a not unexpected result.
In order to show what these values mean with respect to the
conversion gain of a millimeter device, a specific example is given.
+The value of _qd/_d was not critical since reducing it from .07 to .0005
altered H 1 by less than a half of one percent.
(Text continued on page 19)
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Figure 7. Normalized i-f current as a function of circuit loss
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A possible embodiment at these wavelengths is the ridge loaded meander
line which leads to the follotrlng data"
Q = 10 db
Io - 2.95 ._._p.
Vo = 1680 volts
K£ = 0.692 ohms
where K£ is the interaction i=pedance.
give:
C = 00006715
At £o = 62 Gc/s_ these values
CN = 0.39
QC -- 0.0253
Choosing fd : 2 Gc/s (fs - 64 Gc/s),
H1 - 0.016
If the i-f signal is coupled out by using the beam to drive a resonant
cavity which is operating into a aatched load_ the i-f power to the load_
Pd is
r d - (l/8)idZao
where Ro is the effective shunt resistance of the cavity as presented to
the beam. For this case_ the conversion gain in db is
C1 = 10 log (pd/Ps)
-20-
For a cavity shunt impedance of 1/2 megohm
G1 _-67 db
2.3 Experimental Prosram
A schematic representation o£ the experimental tube I F-25243
and its power supplies is shown in Figure 9. The specifications o£
the helices and beam are given in Table 1. A photograph o£ the tube
Amplifier Helix
Drift Helix
Oscillator Helix
Helixl4aterial (all helices)
Helix Diameters (all helices)
Beam Diaaeters
z 9 t.p.i._ 5.296 in. long (47-2/3 turns)
: 9 t.p.i., 0.629 in. long (5-2/3 turns)
: 8 t.p.i, t 8.500 in. long (68 turns)
: 0.050 in. wide x 0.010 in. thick
molybdenum tape
: 0.361 in. l.e.j 0.381 in. O.D.
: 0.285 in. I.D.j 0.325 in. O.D.
Table 1. Helix and beam specifications £or S-band backward-wave converter
is shown in Figure 10. For SCC operation_ the voltage on the mapli£ier
helix is kept low enough to keep it inoperative from an r-£ standpoint.
Both r-£ ter_nals £or the ampli£ier helix are terminated in matched
loads. Thus_ only the oscillator helix is used in this experiment.
The d-c operating parameters are held constant throughout the
experiment. They are listed in Table 2. The value of the oscillator
helix voltage is nominal; it is always adjusted such that £o s 2700 14c/s.
-21-
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Vh= 5.8 v. VR1 _ 200 v. Ik = 2 ms.
Th = 2.85 a. VH2 _ 450 v. IC_ I k
VC = 200 v.
Table 20 d-c operating parameters for SCC experiment
With the values from Tables 1 and 2_ it is possible to deter-
mine the r-f parameters of the SCC. From the Stanford homograph 3 the
value of the -1 space harmonic impedance; K.1, was deter_ned to be
K.1 = 1.44 fl
Pierce°s gain parameter_ C_ is 8ivenby
C -" (K_llo)/(4Vo) = 1.6 x 10.6
and therefore
C _0.01
With the aid of curves given by Branch and Nihran2_ the plasma frequency
reduction factor was determined to be 0.45 which in turn yields a value
for QC of 0.3.
Basically_ Just two experiments were performed: backward-wave
amplification in the presence of backward-wave oscillation as a function
of signal frequency and SCC conversion gain as a function of difference
frequency° Actuallyj a number of preliminary experiments were made to
determine how refined the final forms of the experiments needed to bej
but they will not be reported here_ The experiments (in their final
form) were performed several different times to assure that the data
24-
were repeatable. The results presented in this section are a compila-
tion of those data.
2.3.1 Amplifier Gain in the Presence of Oscillation
Figure 11 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used to measure
amplifier gain in the presence of oscillation as a function of fs (or
fd as fo is held constant throughout the experiment). The experiment
proceeds as follows: The SCC is turned on and the helix voltage ad-
Justed to make f m 2700 Mc/s as measured by the frequency mater marked
fo" The HP oscillator is set to a frequency of interest (fs). For
values of fs such that 2690 Mc/s-Lfs_2710 Mc/s I the value of fs is
detezwined by usin$ the spectrum calibrator marker on the spectrum
analyzer to leasure the difference between fs and fo" For values of
fs outside this ranse_ the value of fs is measured using the frequency
ureter marked fs. (The frequency meter marked £o was calibrated with
the one marked fs.) Then I with the coaxial switch in position 1_ the
sensitivity o£ the spectrum analyzer_ which has been tuned to display
fs_ and the power output of the HP oscillator are adjusted to give a
convenient deflection at a reasonable power level. The analyzer
deflection of fs is noted. The reading of the calibrated output of
the HP oscillator _in dbl) is recorded. The switch then is moved to
position 2_ the HP oscillator power output is readjusted to bring the
analyzer deflection back to its original valuej and this HP oscillator
output reading is recorded. This position 2 procedure is repeated for
position 3 and for positions 1_ 2 and 3 with the SCC beam off. The
analyzer sensitivity is never readjusted after its beam on-position 1
adjustment.
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Thus, for each is' six readings of the HP oscillator calibrated
output are recorded. They are labeled in the form "dbmAi" where the A
is either H (hot), indicating the SCC beam on condition, or C (cold), in-
dicating the SCC beam off condition, and i = I, 2 or 3 indicating switch
position I, 2 or 3 respectively. The amplifier gain above cold loss
(in db) in the presence of oscillation, Gs, is shown in Appendix B to be
G s ffi (dbmc3 - dbmH3 ) ÷ (dbmH1 - dbmc1 ) + 10 log(Tc/TH) (2-10)
where T c and T H are the input transmission coefficients to the SCC for
the beam on and the beam off conditions respectively. T c and TH are
determined from measured input Sk_values. The derivation of T c and
THalso is given in Appendix B.
A curve of C s as a function of fs is shown in Figure 12. The
same measurement made on a millimeter SCC (fo = 70 Gc/s) yields a nearly
identical curve (see Section 4.4.2) indicating that the performance
shown in Figure 12 is typical of this type of operation.
2.3.2 Conversion Gain
Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used to measure
normalized difference frequency current, HI, as a function of fd" This
was done instead of a simple conversion gain measurement in order that
correlation with the theory of Section 2.2 could more easily be made.
Solving Equation (2-7) for H 1 yields
H1 = _/Vo/PsCio id I (2-11)
Vo and I o are given in Table 2 as 450 volts and 2 milliamperes re-
spectively. C was determined to be 0.01. Therefore, for this
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Matched
Load
SCC Idl
I(YT) HP60SD
Oscillator
-i0 Frequency
Meter Analyzer
Figure 13. Schematic diagram for measurement of SCC i-f current.
experiment, Equation (2-11) may be rewritten as
-1/2
H 1 " 4.75 x 103 IdlP s (2-11a)
The two quantities which are measured are Vs, the output
voltage of the HP 616B oscillator and Vdj the output voltage of the
i-f load. Ps and idl must be related to these quantities. Ps can be
related to V s in the following fashion: the power out of the HP 616B
into a 50 0 line is Vs2/50. This power is reduced by the 3 db attenu-
ator and is further reduced by the hot input power transmission co-
efficient, TH (see Appendix B). Thus
Ps = (Vs 2/50)(0"5)TH = 0.01 THVs 2 (2-12)
idl is related to Vd by the definition of the transfer admittance of
the i-f load, YT' that is
Idl YTVd (2-13)
(The V_appears because idl is a peak value while V d is an rms value).
-29-
Substituting Equations (2-12) and (2-13) into Equation (2-11a) yields
H1 = 6.7 x 10 -2 TH'I/2yTVd/V s (2-11b)
which relates the normalized i-f current_ HI_ to experimentally deter-
mined quantities.
For each point on the H 1 versus fd/fo curve_ it is necessary
to measure six quantities: fol fds THI Vsj Vdl and YT" As before I fo
is measured wlth the frequency meter (Figure 13) and is kept constant
at 2.70 Gc/s. V s is the output voltage of the HP 616B oscillator.
V d and fd are measured by comparison with the calibrated output (both
in frequency and voltage) of the HP 608D oscillator. The value of TH
as a function of fs (= fo ± fd) is taken from the previous experiment
of amplifier gain in the presence of oscillation. YT is determined
from the effective i-f load impedance 3 RLI which has been I both on
this contract and the previous one (NASw-430)I a very elusive quantity
to evaluate. Actually_ if purely resistive elements are used I RL can
be determined. However_ its maximumvalue is limited_ in general_ to
the characteristic impedance of the coaxial linej 50 Q in this case.
This is too low to give a measurable output signal over the whole
range of fd of interest. On the other hand_ high values of R L can
be obtained by resonant circuitry such as shown in Figure 3_ but now
it is difficult either to calculate or to measure R L. This means_ of
course I that YT cannot be evaluated and consequently; H1 cannot be
measured experimentally.
Figure 14 is a schematic representation of the i-f load (and
collector) used to obviate these problems. The impedance looking to
the right of R 1 is_ for all practical purposes_ an open circuit. Thusj
-30-
Collector
1
LI
IM
D
____B+spectrum
Figure 14. Schematic diagram of SCC collector and i-f load.
Figure 14 my be represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 15
where Cg is the capacitance of the collector gap2 Cd is the distributed
capacitance of the collector and coaxial line_ LI is an air core coll
used to resonate the circuit at the fd of interest, RI is a carbon
resistor whose value is known and _ is the voltage gain of the two stage
cathode follower output amplifier.
idl
Cg _:
Cd L1
R1
f
Vd
Figure 15. Equivalent circuit of Figure 14.
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In practice, an air core coil was wound and fd adjusted (by
varying fs) for resonance. This was done for each fd. In this case,
the equivalent circuit can be reduced further and is shown in Figure 16.
idl Y_
O
I
I >
I .
I
I
I ,
.L-- ............
p.eg
Vd
J
Figure 16. Equivalent circuit of Figure 15 at resonance.
The experiment (at each fd) is done for two conditions, switch open and
switch closed. With the switch open, the transfer admittance, YTO' is
given by
YTo = (_)-i (2 °_14a)
and for the switch closed, YTC is given by
YTc = (Rx+ R1)/ (_xRl) (2-14b)
The experiment proceeds as follows:
I. With the switch open, fs is adjusted to obtain the proper fd
for resonance.
2. The spectrum analyzer is calibrated with respect to Vd at fd
by the HP 608D oscillator.
-32-
3. Vs is adjusted to give a convenient analyzer deflectlon corres-
pondlng to V d. This value of Vs is labeled Vso.
4, The switch is closed and Vs is increased so as Co cause the
same analyzer deflectlon as in seep 3 above. This value of
Vs is labeled Vsc.
5. _ is measured at this fd using the HP 606D oscillator.
HI may now be calculated. Rearranging Equation (2-11b)
slightly and writing it for the two conditions yields
VscH1 - 6,7 x IO'_H'I/2vdYTc
VsoH l --6.7 x 10-2TH'I/2VdYTO
(2®15a)
(2-15b)
Subtracting Squatton (2-15b) from (2-15a), substituting Equation (2-14a)
and (2-14b) for YTO and YTC respectively, and solving for H1 yields
H1 n 6.2 X l0 "5 (pTHl/2)'lVd/AVs (2-16)
where AVs = Vsc - Vso and R1 - 1080 _. Equation (2-16) gives the value
of HI in terms of quantities that can be measured experimentally.
Figures 17 and 18 show the results of this experiment. Both
theoretical and experimental HI are plotted as functions of fd/fo. The
theoretical curves of HI do not appear similar to any of Chose in Figures
5 and 6 because the experimental amplifier gain curve (Figure 12) was
used here rather than the assumed hyperbolic amplifier gain curve which
was used Co calculate the curves of Figures 5 and 6. The spread in the
experimental data is the result of several measuremenCs_ using different
values for Vd_ at each fdo The correlation is quite good.
Using Equation (2-9)1 we may calculate an experimental con-
version gain. C_ I_ and Vo already have been given. The best value
-33-
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of H I occurs around 30 Mc/s for fs < fo (Figure 17) and is about 1.7.
The data for this point indicate that R L was 1.5 K_. Substituting
these values into Equation (2-9) results in a value of conversion gain
of -40 db.
2.4 Noise Theory
A consideration of the noise performance of backward-wave
converters was not required by the contract. However, it is an impor-
tant consideration to the overall performance of converters. A pre-
liminary discussion of noise was given in the final report on contract
NASw-430. The same noise model will be used here but we will carry
the derivation several steps further and find the noise figure of the
millimeter device used as an example at the end of Section 2.2.
Let N s be the beam noise from the cathode at the signal fre-
quency, fs' Nd be the beam noise from the cathode at the difference
frequency, fd, and N i be the standard input noise at the signal fre-
quency. Since the SCC does not have good image rejection, noise at
the image frequency, 2fo-fs, must be considered. For reasonably low
values of fd, this noise will be of the same order as the noise at fs"
Thus, instead of N s and Ni, we will consider 2N s and 2N i.
The noise at the signal frequency (and image frequency),
2N s and 2N o will appear at the output modified by the conversion gain
of the SCC, gl" The i-f noise, Nd, will stream through unaffected by
the gain. Thus, the noise figure of the SCC, FI, may be written
F I = (2Nsg I + 2Nig I + Nd)/(2Nigl)
= I + Ns/N i + Nd/(2Nigl) (2-17)
-36-
The first two terms of Equation (2-17) may be considered as the noise
figure 3 FA_ of the device actlns as an amplifier_ that isj
F1 = Fx + Sd/(2SiSl) (2-17a)
The noise at fd essentially is shot noise and may be written as
where i_l
Nd m'_IRL
is given by van der Z£el 4 as
= (o.644) (4) cSo f
(2-18)
(2-19)
where k is Boltzmann's consCan% Tc is the cathode temperature_ So is
the diode transconductance and _f is the bandwidth. The standard noise
input is
Nt - kT_f (2-20)
where T is 270°K. Substituting Equations (2-18), (2-19)_ and (2-20)
into Equation (2-17a) yields
F 1 = FA + L.29(Tc/T) (goP-L/gl) (2-2z)
Solvlng Equation (2-8) for RL/g I and remembering that
go = (3/2)(Io/VAI)_ where VA1 is the first anode voltnge 2 Equation (2-21)
F1 = FA + 3.86(Tc/T)Vo/(VA1CH12)
may be written as
(2-21a)
If we add Tc = 990°C and VA1 =440 v. Co the values in the example at
the end of section 2.2_ we find thatj even for noisy amplifiers_ FA is
negligible compared to the last term of Equation (2-21a) and_ for this
example I
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F 1 = 76 db
It is possible to do better than this. For the S-band SCC of
Section 2.3_ Vo = 450 v._ VA1 = 20 v._ C = 0.01 and H1_ 2 for fd _ 30 Nc/s
(see Figure 17). With Tc still 990°C and an amplifier noise figure_ FA_
of 20 db
F 1 - 102 + 104 ffi 40 db
Although the noise figure has improved significantly s it is still high
enough so that the amplifier noise figure is unimportant to the overall
noise figure.
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3. TASK B
3.1 Introduction
Under contract NASw-430 many types of slow-wave structures
were considered and an assessment made of their suitability for use in
millimeter wave converters. The ridge loaded meander line and the Karp
structure 5 were selected for special study because their constructional
simplicity makes them particularly attractive for use at millimeter
wavelengths. For each of these structures a Fletcher analysis 6 was
carried out and a comprehensive set of computer results obtained.
Measurements were made on cold-test models scaled up for operation in
the 1500 Mc/s region and the results showed that the theory was capable
of providing a reliable guide for the design of such structures. A
comparison of dispersion and interaction impedance properties shoved
that the meander line has the advantage of broad bandwidth and reason-
ably constant impedance over the band. The Karp structure can have
higher impedances but usually only over a relatively narrow band.
The planar stub-supported meander line was first analyzed
by Ash and Studd 7 and it was shown that the structure is particularly
suitable for wide band backward-wave applications. When the stucture
is loaded with a conducting ridge the pass band is further increased
but with a reduction in the interaction impedance. The analysis of
the ridge loaded structure was presented in the 1st bt-monthly report
of NASw-430 and a large number of design curves were given in the 2nd
bi-mDnthly report.
For a given current density a strip beam seems the obvious
choice for a tube employinK the planar meander line. However I strip
m
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beams are difficult to produce and it was suggested that advantage may
be taken of the advanced technology of circular beams by modifying the
planar meander line to provide a cylindrical beam tunnel.
Figure 19 (also see Type 1113 Figure 2) shows the basic modi-
fication to the planar meander line which makes it suitable for use
with a cylindrical electron beam. If the diameter of the beam tunnel
is small this modification does not have any marked effect on the cir-
cuit characteristics. (It should be noted that if the tunnel diameter
is made equal to the llnk separation the structure becomes the well
known stub-supported ring and bar structure.) A limiting case that
has been considered in some detail is that where the tunnel diameter
equals the bar length and is shown in Figures 20 - 22 (also see Type 13
Figure 2). Measurements were made on this structure during the earlier
stages of the contract when the possibilities of using a hollow beam
were being explored. It was found that the structure possesses a
strong anti-sy_Inetric mode. Suitably placed absorbing strips may be
used to suppress this mode. This work was discontinued after the de-
cision to use a solid circular beam was made (see Section 4).
Two other structures suitable for solid beams were investi-
gated and are shown in Figures 23 and 24 (also see Type II and Type IV,
Figure 2). The latter structure _ype IV) can be fabricated from a
single sheet 3 thus easing constructional problems.
The detailed analysis of the various circular forms of meander
llne would be prohibitively difficult and was not attempted. The theo-
retical results for the plane circuit were used as a guide to the initial
design work in the hope that the modifications to circular form would
not greatly change the characteristics.
(Text continued on page 46)
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Figure 19. Type 111 cylindrical meander line in resonant Circuit 
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E 
Figure 20. Type I cylindrical meander line in resonant circuit 
-42 - 
Figure 21. Type I cylindrical meander line in resonant circuit with 
input end plate shown 
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Figure 23. Type I1 cylindrical meander line in resonant circuit 
-45 - 
Figure 24. Type IV (semi-) cylindrical meander line in resonant circuit 
~~~ ~~ 
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The experimental program has consisted of measurements of
dispersion and interaction impedance on large scale models of the
various structures. The frequency range chosen was L-band (I - 2 Gc/s).
In addition, a detailed experimental study of methods to suppress the
anti-sy_netric mode in the Type I structure was made. These experiments
were performed in S-band (2 - 4 Gc/s).
3.2 Dispersion and Impedance of Four Modified Meander Line Circuits
For determining the dispersion and interaction impedance of
the modified meander line circuits, the resonance method was chosen as
bein 8 the most simple and reliable. The techniques involved have been
in use for a considerable time but a study of the literature suggested
that so far only superficial attention has been given to assessing the
limitations and accuracy of the method. A thorough theoretical study
therefore was made of the factors which limit the application and
affect the accuracy of this method, such as the size and dielectric
constant of the perturbing element, the presence of more than one
space harmonic, the presence of transverse fields, etc. This work,
together with a full description of the method of measurement is pre-
sented in this section.
The four circuits studied have been labeled, for convenience,
Types I, II, III and IV. Type I (Figures 20 -22) consists of two
plane meander lines joined together side by side (Figure 22) and then
rolled up into a cylinder. This circuit 3 therefore, effectively con-
sists of two separate lines in parallel and thus needs two input and
two output couplings. The next two circuits, Type II (Figure 23) and
Type III (Figure 20) are similar. In both, a plane circuit is distorted
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at the center to provide a circular beam tunnel_ but Type Ill has the
beam hole radius twice that of Type II 3 both have bars with the same
electrical length. The fourth circuit I Type IV (Figure 24) is made
by cutting the circuitj Type III_ in half along its mid-plane.
All circuits were ten bars long and were shorted at each end
by conducting plates placed at mid-slot positions. These shorting
plates 3 together with the side and end walls, totally enclose the cir-
cuits, forming resonators. The input and output couplers consisted
of capacity probes entering through the shorting plates in the plane
of the circuit.
Experience has shown the importance of having accurately
machined circuits mounted in a solidly made resonator with accurately
fitting Joints. All these circuits were machined to 0.002 inch
tolerances from a very stable (in dimensions) steel. The circuits
were gold plated to reduce losses. For each resonator_ a slot was cut
along the length of one wall to allow entry of a resistive probe to
scan the standing-wave.
3.2.1 Dispersion Characteristics
In designing a slow-wave circuit_ it is necessary to have
information about its propagation characteristics. These can be ob-
tained from the dispersion curve I that is_ the plot of ft as a function
of (9/_) where e is the phase shift per barj f' = fr/fo_ fo ffic/(4b)j
fr is the resonant frequency and c is the speed of light in vacuo. The
definitions of b and the other meander llne dimensions are shown in
Figure 25. For a plane symmetrical meander line, the theoretical dis-
persion equation can be written as 7-
x/_ 2 + Tit = 0 (3-1)
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Figure 25. Definition of meander line dimensions,
where
x = Y(e)/Y(e + .)
r- tan(el2)
T= tan _b _ t = tan ¢a
¢_ = 2_blXo , Ca = 2_alXo
and Y(e) is the Fletcher admittance function 6, Equation (3-1) is ob-
tained using the approximate method introduced by Fletcher which is
based on assumed TEMpropagation along the bars.
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The dispersion curve for a circuit may be obtained by short
circuiting the structure at two of its transverse planes of symmetry,
and exciting the short circuited length of the structure as a cavity.
Resonances exist for frequencies at which the waves associated with
the circuit reflect in the short circuits to form standing waves,
that is, at resonance L/N ffi k/2, where L is the length of the c_rcuit
and N is the number of half wave lengths along the circuit.
The circuits are shown with the couplings in place
(Figures 19 - 21, 23 and 24). The type and position of the couplin 8
should be selected so as to couple to the slow wave rather than the
fast wave. A very tight coupling is undesirable since it tends to
couple to the fast wave, and also tends to pull the resonance frequency.
At the resonance frequency the number of half wave lengths along the
structure is counted by moving a lossy probe along the circuit and
noting the number of maxima or minima on the output meterj in a plane
where the transverse E field vanishes the lossy probe contributes
negligible loss, whereas the loss is relatively high when the probe
is at a maximum of the standing wave. For a ten-bar circuit the re-
sonances occur at 0.1 (e/_), 0.2(0/_), 0.3(e/_)_ ..... (e/_). Thus ten
points on the dispersion curve may be obtained.
The experimental set up is shown in Figure 26. The method
used for determining N, and fr was as follows: the pass-band was
scanned noting all but the very weak resonances° This gave an idea of
the resonances which merited further exploration, Each resonance was
then examined separately; the procedure adopted is given below°
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Figure 26. Experimental set up for dispersion measurementS.
1. The perturbing dielectric rod was inserted through the beam
holes to extend along the whole length of the circuit, With
the perturbing rod in position the signal frequency was varied
until the power transmitted through the circuit was a maximum.
The resonance frequency frl corresponding to N was noted°
2. The dielectric rod was then withdrawn and the frequency was
altered to obtain the same resonance N again_ corresponding
to a new frequency f_o
3. The number of half wavelengths along the circuitwas counted.
This procedure was repeated for all the resonances I noting
down N3 fr and Z_fr = (f_ "fr) for each resonance. The resonances thus
obtained were not all true resonances. But the spurious resonances
could be recognized since they were usually much weaker than the true
resonances and radiated more strongly. This will I for instance_ be so
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if the spurious resonance is due to a fast wave. The spurious reson-
ances invariably had small or zero frequency shift when perturbed.
For counting N the probe should be large enough to separate
the maxima and minima of the standing wave clearly 3 but not so large
as to spoil the resolution. In general the width in the axial direc-
tion should not be more than a quarter of the bar-pitch. The probe
should be moved along the circuit such that it attenuates the funda-
mental space harmonic more than the other harmonics; this can be
achieved by investigating the standing wave pattern. For these experi-
ments two probes were tried 3 one was made from aquadag-coated paper and
the other from a soft pencil lead. The use of the latter improved the
resolution.
It was found difficult_ at times impossible 3 to count N at
the top end of the band. For the first six or seven resonances the
standing wave pattern was clear. At the top end of the bandj however_
the pattern became very vague and it was not always possible to count
N with certainty. This was thought to be due to interference from the
-2 harmonic.
3.2.2 Interaction Impedance
Pierce 8 defined the interaction impedance for the nth space
harmonic as
Kn = E_/2_P (3-2)
where_ for the nth harmonic 3 En is the amplitude of the longitudinal
electric field_ _n is the phase change constant 3 and P is the power
flow down the circuit. Kn may be determined by use of zero-order
perturbation theory for a cavity. For a vanishingly small dielectric
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perturbation to a cavity 3 Slater's perturbation theorem 9 can be written
as I0
Afr/f r = - AW/W (3-3)
where fr is the resonance frequency_ W is the total energy stored in
the cavity; and L_fr and AW are the increments of these quantities due
to perturbation. The following assumptions are made"
i. The fields in the cavity are not changed by the introduction
of the dlelectrlcj
2. The only fields existing within the dielectric are those of
the space harmonic under consideration_ and
3. The transverse E-fields are vanishingly small inside the
dielectric.
Assumptions (I) and (3) are reasonable if the perturbing
dielectric is sufficiently thin. Assumption (2) is justified by the
fact that the odd space-harmonlc fields vanish on the axis of the
meander line circuit_ and the higher order even space harmonics are
generally much weaker than the fundamental harmonic.
Let A be the cross sectional area of the dielectric cylinder_
),g the wavelength of the fundamental harmonic 3 and W the stored energy
per half wavelength of the cavity. When the dielectric cylinder is
inserted in the cavity_ there is additional stored energy_ L_W_ given by
AW = (I/4)e o(er-l)A(Ag/2 ) (Eoc2/2) (3-4)
where er is the relative dielectric constant of the perturbing di-
electric. The standing wave pattern comprises two traveling-waves of
amplitude Eo(= Eoc/2)3 each wave contributing a stored energy of
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W/2 per half wavelength of the circuit. Therefore
P = (W/2)Vg(2/Ag) = WVg/_.g (3-5)
where Vg is the group velocity.
From Equations (3-3)3 (3-4)_ and (3-5) we have
_r/fr = - (Eo2/2F)_o (_r-1 ) /2_Avg (3-6)
But from Equation (3-2) the impedance for the fundamental harmonic is
Ko = Eo2/(2PBo2)
Therefore_ substituting for (Eo2/2p) from Equation (3-6)_ we have
Ko= (2dfr/fr) _o (Or- l)ABo2Vg_ "I (3-7)
dAg/dN ffi -2L/N 2
Now, Vg ffi c(_/Ao )2 (dAo/d_) and _o = 2_/Ag, therefore
K o = 2(Ao/2g)2_fr/fr)(d_g/dAo)ECA¢o(¢r-l)_'l (3-8)
Equation (3-8) gives the interaction impedance of a circuit
at the center for the fundamental harmonic. We now proceed to change
the variable (dAg/dAo) in the equation to one that may be directly
obtained in an experiment. By the chain rule
dkg/C_ o = (dAg/dfr) (dfr/dAo) = (OAg/dN) (dN/dfr) (dfr/d_) (3-9)
Butj since fr = C/ko and Ag = 2L/N_ where L is the length of the circuit
2
dfr/dA o = -c/A o
and
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Substitution of these two equations into Equation (3-9) yields
c1_glc1_,o = (2LIcN 2) fr 2 (dN/dfr)
Thus Equation (3-8) may be written
ffiL  2A  oC r-l -1 <d /dfr> r/fr> (3-10)
Equation (3-10) gives the impedance of a circuit for the
fundamental space harmonic at the perturbation. It assumes that there
is no interference from other harmonics, and that the field at the cen-
ter of the circuit is not affected when the dielectric is inserted.
This is I of course_ an ideal situation. The higher order space harmonics
do interfere with the fundamental harmonic_ and the perturbing dielectric
invariably modifies the fields at the center of the circuit. This value
of Ko must therefore be corrected for both these effects. Two factors 1
F and G_ are determined such that the corrected value of Ko results
when the uncorrected value of Ko is multiplied by the ratio of F to G,
that is#
Ko(corrected) =Ko(uncorrected)(F/G) (3-11)
The factor F allows for error due to the modification of the fields in
the presence of a perturbing dielectric} the factor G allows for inter-
ference from the second largest harmonic.
For the special case of a circular dielectric cylinder of
radius b, along the axis of a circular cylindrical structure of radius
a_ Lagerstrom 11 has calculated the factor F to be
F = _bKo(_b) + (I/2)_b)2¢rlo_b) EKo(_b)/Io(_b)-Ko(Ta)/lo_a_ (3-12)
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where
72 =_2 _ 21c2 =J_2 - (2_fr/C) 2
and Io(X) and Ko(X) are the zero order modified Bessel functions of the
argument x of the first and second kinds respectively.
The factor G is derived in Appendix C to be
where Soj n is the ratio of Ez3 n to Ezj o at the surface of the bars_ n
denotes the second largest harmonic3 that is_ the interfering harmonic3
Fo2(y) and Fn2(y) are the Impedance transformation factors for the
fundamental and the nth harmonic respectlvely_ that is_
Fn 2 (y) = Kn(Y )/v_(0)
and y is the distance measured from the bars. For the meander llne
circult_ rolled or plane_ the interfering harmonic is the -2 space
harmonic and
(3-13)
= - [9/(2.-e)] cot(9/4) (3-14)So_ _2
which is derived from approximate field analysis of a plane meander
llne (Appendix C).
The factor Fn2(y) is evaluated in Appendix D. Fn2(y) is a
spatial transformation factor but also needed is a space harmonic trans-
formation factor. The fundamental space harmonic impedance is the quan-
tity that is measured while the -2 space harmonic impedance is the
quantity that is required for evaluation of these circuits as backward-
wave devices. The evaluation of this latter factor is also given in
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Appendix D.
To evaluate Ko by Equation (3-8), we must obtain the recip-
rocal of the slope of the dispersion curve for each value of N. We
must also measure the resonance frequency, N and Zlfr corresponding to
each resonance. The experimental set up for measuring N and/_f r is
shown in Figure 27. The frequency shift due to the perturbation can
r-f Generator
/ \ square
I FIF I Wave
Generator
(
Attenuator
FrequencyM ter
Crystal
Spectrum
Analyzer
Tuned
Amplifier
I/
Figure 27. Experimental set up for impedance measurements.
be measured on a spectrum analyzer or on the frequency meter. The
values of Ko calculated by Equation (3-8) must be corrected for har-
monic interference and for the effect of introducing the dielectric -
unless the dielectric is very thin, in which case the error is
negligible.
All circuits except Chat with the very large diameter
(Type I) are suitable for use with solid cylindrical beams and for
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these circuits the perturbing rod was placed alon 8 the axisand all
impedances are given at this position. The large circuit would prob-
ably employ a hollow beam passing close to the structure and in order
to perturb it sy_netrically_ two dielectric rods were placed near the
circuit and diametrically opposite each other, In this circuit the
impedance at the bars is of more interest than that on the axis,
3.2.3 Experimental Results
Figure 28 shows the dispersion curves for meander line
Type 11 driven in phase and in anti-phase. The two curves differ
slightly at the bottom end but are very similar for the top half of
the band. Figures 31_ 33 and 35 show dispersion curves for meander
lines Type II_ III and IV respectively_ and finally in Figure 37
dispersion curves for all circuits are shown together with the
theoretical curve for the plane meander line. + There is reasonably
close agreement between all the curves in the lower half of the band
but towards the upper cut-off there are some differences. In particu-
lar_ the slope of the theoretical curve is much higher than that for
any of the measured curves°
The interaction impedance curves are obtained by plotting
impedance Kn_ normalized with respect to the impedance of free space_
Zol as a function of the phase shift per bar_ 8_ normalized with re-
spect to _. The interaction impedance curves for meander line Type I
calculated for the surface of the bars at the midpoint of their length
are shown in Figures 29 and 30. Figures 32 and 34 show the fundamental
_For all theoretical curves presented in this sec_on_ d/q (see Figure 25)
has been taken as the ratio of bar thickness to gap width at the circum-
ference of the circular section of the circuits.
(Text continued on page 69)
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and the -2 harmonic impedances at the axis of the structure for cir-
cuits Type II and Type III respectively. In each case the theoretical
curves are given_ these were obtained by multiplying the theoretical
values for the plane meander line by the appropriate value of the
Bessel function to give the impedance on the axis. Impedance curves
for meander line Type IV are shown in Figure 36. Impedances are
given at the center of the circle of which the half ring forms a part,
and for all curves it has been assumed that the fields at the bars are
21o(7a) times their value at the center.
Figure 38 shows the impedance curves for all the circuits.
When comparing these results it must be realized that the plotted
impedances depend upon (Ta). For example, although the -2 impedance
on the axis of the Type III circuit is lower than that of the
Type II, the Type III circuit has a larger beam tunnel and therefore
a greater interaction area.
Finally, a few brief remarks concerning the accuracy of the
measurement schemes are appropriate. Errors are due mainly to inac-
curacies in determining the frequency shift (_fr), and the slope of
the dispersion curve. The first error is large where the frequency
shift is very small, and the second error is large when the slope of
the dispersion curve is very low. In the most unfavorable cases,
these errors may be as much as ± 25_ whereas in other cases errors
as low as 5% can be expected. The error in measuring fr should only
be about I_.
3.3 Anti-s>m_netric Mode Suppression
The intention, during the early stages of the contract period,
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had been to use a Type I circuit in conjunction with a hollow beam
for the millimeter converters. The circuit shownin Figures 39 and
40 was designed for dispersion and impedancemeasurementsin S-band.
These measurementswere madeby the resonance technique discussed in
the last section. The first experiments performed indicated that two
modeswere present in the device. This led to a study of methods of
suppression of the undesirable anti-phase mode. This study was per-
formed concurrently with the L-band program described in Section 3.2.
The presence of two modes was detected during the measurements
when pairs of resonances were observed which were separated in frequency
by only a few percent. The two modes were labeled the symmetric or 4-+
mode and the anti-symmetric or ÷- mode. The +- mode is characterized
by out of phase voltages on diametrically opposed circuit elements_
transverse electric fields which will store useless energy I and cir-
cumferential circuit currents.
Mode suppression can be accomplished either resistively or
reactively and by either suppressing the transverse electric field
or the circumferential wall currents. Care must be taken 3 of course 3
so that the mode suppressor does not interfere with the desired _-_ mode.
Suppressing the transverse electric field is not an attractive method
because the suppressor probably would interfere with the electron beam.
Although not suppression per se_ excitation by symmetrically arranged
couplings reduces the tendency to set UP an anti-syn_netric mode.
Suppression by resistive methods is less attractive than by reactive
methods_ especially in a millimeter device where it is much more dif-
ficult to prevent the lossy material from affecting the desired mode.
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Figure 39. Type I circuit for S-band measurements 
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' 
Figure 40. Type I, S-band circuit in resonant structure (end-walls removed) 
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Both resistive and reactive mode suppressors were investi-
gated. Resistive suppression means providing high loss for the unde-
sired mode but_ unfortunately_ does not prevent the electron beam from
delivering energy Co th4a mode. The effect of reactive suppression is
to change the frequency of the undesired mode. This is done by chang-
ins the path length of the wall currents. If the frequency is changed
far enoush_ the. ÷- mode can be kept completely out of the range of
operation. If reactive suppression is combined with symmetrical coup-
ling_ the interaction impedance presented to the beam by the ÷- mode
should be nearly a pure reactance. The beam_ therefore_ cannot de-
liver energy to this mode.
Figure &l shows the Type I circuit with lossy material be-
tween the two half circuits. This arrangement increased the trans-
mission loss for the ÷- mode without significantly changing the
transmission loss for the 4+ mode. Figure 42 shows the Type Z cir-
cuit which has been arranged to both increase the current path length
and interrupt the transverse electric field. Not only was frequency
separation noted but also increased transmission loss for the ÷- mode,
the latter probably due to the reactive suppression of the transverse
electric field. Beam interference naturally would be a problem in
this device.
Finally, mode interference is not a problem in the Type lI
(and to a lesser extent 3 the Type Ill) and Type IV circuits. The cur-
rent path for the 4+ mode is determined by the slot length# which is
constant in the four types_ whereas the current path for the +- mode is
determined by the beam tunnel circumference. These two lengths are
-74- 
Figure 41. Type I, S-band circuit with resistive mode suppressor 
. 
Figure 42. Type I,  S-band circuit with reactive mode suppressor 
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vastly different for the Type II circuit and mode interference problems
did not occur with this circuit. The frequency of the ÷- mode obviously
was well outside the range of operation. The Type IV circuit 3 since it
is only a half circuit_ will not support two modes - they cannot even
be defined.
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4. TASK C
4.1 Introduction
This task was concerned with the design and construction of a
prototype single circuit converter tube for the 50 - 75 Gc/s region of
the spectrum. As stated in the introduction to this report (Section I)_
the best course to follow would have been to await the results of the
circuit measurements (Task B3 Section 3) before beginning the design
of the Task C tube. However_ the time available for completion of
this contract did not allow that luxury. It certainly was not feasfble
to design tubes based on all four types of circuits discussed in
Section 32 so certain Judgements I based on preliminary evidence_ had
to be made in order to decide which circuits to try.
If reasonable efficiency is to be attained_ it is necessary to
use a hollow beam with the Type I circuit. Although a hollow beam is
much easier to control than a strip beam_ it is more difficult than a
solid beam° In addition to this problem with a hollow beam_ the pro-
blem of anti-symmetric mode suppression_ discussed in Section 3.3_
suggested that it would be well to avoid using the Type I circuit in
a tube.
There is no essentlal difference between the Type II and the
Type III circuits. They were differentiated in Section 2 only for pur-
poses of indicating the effect of tunnel dlameter on dispersion and
impedance. The starting current requirement combined wlthmaxlmum
available cathode current density will fix the tunnel diameter in a tube.
Therefore_ it will not be posslb1% at this point_ to distinguish between
a Type II and a Type III circuit. Instead# we will call either a full
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circuit in contrast to the Type IV circuit which we will call a half
circuit. Thus_ we are left with only two circuits_ the full and the
half. With only preliminary results available_ we felt it was necessary
to build tubes using at least two different circuits.
This is not meant to imply that there is no technical Justi-
fication for trying these circuits. The full circuit is an obvious
one to try. It uses a solid beam and_ because the tunnel diameter is
less than the bar lenKth_ the anti-symmetric mode should be suppressed.
Some impedance data were available for this type of circuit so estimates
of starting current_ for a given circuit length_ could be made.
The full circuit may be thought of as two half circuits in
parallel. Therefore_ based on this simple modelj the impedance of the
half circuit should be twice that of the full circuit. Since only half
the beam is effective though_ PierceWs gain parameter I C_ should be the
same for the two circuits 2 providing the total beam current is the same
in both cases. The electrical design 3 therefore_ should be the same
for both circuits. In addition_ _here is no mode problem in the half
circuit and it is much simpler to construct than the full circuit.
Consequently I the half circuit appeared to be a good choice for a milli-
mater tube.
Tubes were designed using these two circuits. They were pur-
sued concurrently and independently. The full circuit tube design and
construction were performed in our English laboratory_ Standard Tele-
conlnunlcations Laboratories 3 Ltd. (STL) in Harlow_ Essex_ while the half
circuit tube design and construction were performed here in the Electron
Tube Laboratory (ETL)o The design approaches followed were quite dif-
ferent. The STL tube design was intended only for laboratory experimental
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purposes. Since the tube was to be operated between the pole pieces
of a laboratory electro-magnet, the mechanical design was not amenable
for use in a solenoid or permanent magnet. Although it could be used
as either a BWO or BWA, no attempt was made to optimize the design of
the collector to make the tube an effective SCC. The main purpose to
be served by this tube was to evaluate the performance of the slow-
wave circuit.
The ETL tubej on the other hand, was designed to be a versa-
tile, prototype SCC. It was designed for use in a solenoid so that it
could later be converted to permanent magnet operation. The collector
was designed for converter operation. The mechanical design was such
that many parts could also be used for the Task D (DCC) tubes.
In the following sections we will discuss the electrical
design which was applicable to both tubes_ the mechanical design of
the ETL tube, and the r-f measurements made on the STL tube.
4.2 Electrical Design
4.2.1 Gun Considerations
When we come to choose the beam parameters of a millimeter
BWC the problem is dominated by two conflicting requirements. On the one
hand, sufficient current must be passed down the circuit to start oscil-
latlons_ on the other hand, beam noise must be reduced to a minimum,
which means that interception of the beam by the circuit must be very
low and, if the best noise performance is to be obtained, the beam should
be launched by a low noise gun.
During the work on this project a great deal of evidence, both
experimental and theoretical has accumulated to show that an SCC would
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have a poor noise performance and that in all probability a DCC would
be required. It was therefore decided to design the SCC gun in such a
way that it could also be used for the DCCj and furthermore to choose
the electrical parameters of the gun so that it could later be replaced
by a low noise gun without any modlflcation to the circuit. This would
mean that eventually full advantage could be taken of the double cir-
cuit in getting the best noise performance possibleo
Not all of the factors which determine the performance of
very low noise guns are yet understood. It is_ however_ quite certain
that the use of a convergent gun will add to the noise in the beam -
very low noise guns are invariably slightly divergent in the region
Immedlately in front of the cathode. Many factors such as high cathode
loading_ beam interception and circuit loss make the attainment of the
best noise factors prohibitively difficult at millimeter wavelengths
but even taking these into account the disadvantages of a convergent
gun were considered to be too great and it was decided to design the
tube around a rectilinear beam.
The decision to use a rectilinear beam raises the question of
cathode loading. It immediately became clear that it would not be pos-
sible to obtain the required current densities from an oxide cathode
and that some form of dispenser cathode would be required. Such
cathodes have a higher operating temperature than oxide cathodes and
this fact_ in itself_ will degrade the noise performance of the tube.
However_ published data on the impregnated cathode 12 suggest that a
current density of 4Amps/cm 2 can be obtained at a temperature of
I030°C. At this temperature the theoretical noise figure would be
increased by only I db and hence this should not be a limiting factor
in the noise performance of a millimeter wavelength tube.
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4.2.2 Beam-Circuit Considerations
Having decided to use a rectilinear gun with a current density
of 4Amps/cm 2 it only remains to determine the smallest diameter beam
with which the tube will oscillate. To use an unnecessarily large beam
will not only mean an unnecessarily high beam power but will probably
make the attainment of a low noise gun more difficult.
The starting current was therefore calculated at various
points in the frequency range for a tube employing a full circuit. The
frequency limits of 50 to 75 Gc/s were to correspond to beam voltage
limits of 600 to 4500 volts respectively. The calculations were based
on the plots of CN at start of oscillation against Q/N given by
Johnsonl33 where Q is the Pierce space charge parameter and N the number
of beam wavelengths. The dispersion curve for the circuit was taken
from the measured voltage frequency plot of a BWO employing a single
plane clrcuit_ + while the impedances were taken to be the measured
impedances of the full circuit formj with a tunnel diameter of 0.010 in.
(Type II). Calculations were made for circuits of various tunnel diametersj
assuming the circuit length to be 90 bars and the corresponding circuit
loss to be 15 db# an average value measured for plane circuits. One cal-
culation also was done for a circuit 120 bars long. In all cases the
beam diameter was assumed to be 0.003 in. less than the tunnel diameter.
The results are shown in Table 3.
+This tube was mentioned on page 6 of the final report for Contract
NASw-430. Since the completion of that contract_ extensive measurements
have been made on this tube and they can be used to advantage here.
Tunnel
diameter
(in.)
O. 020
0.025
0. 030
0.020
Circuit
length
(no •
bars)
90
90
90
120
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Beam Ratio of beam current to
current calculated starting current
(_P.)
5.8
9.8
14.72
5.8
5O
Oc/s
?
0.09
0.091
0.075
51.7
Oc/s
0.II
0.41
0.405
0.34
55 62.5
Oc/s Oc/s
0.95 3.1
1.5 5.
1.49 4o 9
2.2 6.1
75
Gc/s
3.2
4.2
3.1
4.4
Table 3. Starting currents for various beam tunnel diameters.
One important factor emerged during these calculations. In
TWT design the dominant parameter is the Pierce parameter 2 C2 in which
K1/3.the interaction impedance_ K_ appears as However_ in a BWO we
find that the starting current at best varies as 1/K while if Q/N rises
above about 0.1 the variation is rather more rapid than this. Hence_
with a BW0_ it is important to keep K as high as possible over the
whole band.
It is clear from Table 3 that the frequency range of the BWC
is likely to be limited to 55 - 75 Gc/s. An increase in tunnel diameter
from 0.02 to 0.025 in. might only increase the bandwidth marginally at
the cost of almost doubling the beam power. Increasing the circuit
length from 90 to 120 bars might give some increase of bandwidth but at
a cost in magnet weight. These figures were based on the only measure-
ments available at the time_ which were on a circuit of slightly dif-
ferent proportions. Taking all these factors into account it was
decided to use a 90 bar circuit with a tunnel diameter of 0.02 in. with
the reservation that the circuit length might have to be increased sub-
sequently to meet the full bandwidth requirement.
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4.2.3 Gun Design
Although it _uld be desirable to use a low noise gun in this
tube, the design and test of such a gun is a minor project in itself
(see Section 5). Therefore, it was decided to use a simpler gun but
to arrange the mechanical design of the tube to be versatile enough
to accommodate a low noise gun when it became available.
The gun that was designed was a '_alf-cycle, full-cycle"
gun. 14 It is shown schematically in Figure 43. The voltages shown
o O_ _t _4O
Jl i
Cathode ] "
d3
I
Figure 43. Schematic representation of the electron gun for the SCC.
are given with respect to the cathode. The voltage on anode 3 should
be the circuit voltage. For convenieoce, the focus will be kept at
cathode potential, that is 3 Vf = 0.
One more quantity must be specified for a design based on
Reference 14. The most convenient one to specify, for design purposes,
is V I. Designs were made for three values of VI: 3003 4003 and
500 volts.
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In summary# the specifications are:
Jo = 4 a_Icm 2
Vfffi0
V 1 = 300_ 400, and 500 volts
600 = V3 = 4500 volts
The design leads to the values given_in Table 4.
Vl
(volts)
300
400
500
V2
(volts)
1640
1640
1640
dl
(in.)
0.0218
0.027
0.032
d2
(In.)
I
0.104
O.O94
0.085
d3
(in.)
0.292
0.252
0.219
B
(gauss)
1155
1340
1540
Table 4. Design values for SCC electron gun.
The values for V 1 = 300 volts were chosen for the gun. This yielded the
lowest magnetic field of the three designs. A lower value of VI would
give a lower magnetic fleldj but dI would begin to be inconveniently
small.
4.2.4 Circuit Design
The physical dimensions of the circuit chosen are (see
Figure 44)
Bar length (2b) 0.136 in.
Circuit pitch (2p) 0.022 in.
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t.
2d
q _ 2p) _ q
)
Figure 44. Definition of Type IIl circuit dlmensions
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Bar and gap width (q)
Circuit thickness (d)
Tunnel diameter (2a)
Sidewall separation (s)
Number of bars
0.0055 in.
0.0025 in.
0.020 in.
0.1256 in.
90
The sidewall separation is determined from the bar length 3 tunnel diameter
and circuit thickness. If the bar length is assumed to be the mean dis-
tance through a half circuit from sidewall to sidewall_ then
s m 2b - _(a + d/2) + d + (2a + d)
- 2b - a(g - 2) + d (2 - g/2)
This circuit was scaled up for measurements in L-band and became the
Type III circuit reported on in Section 3. The performance was found
to be little different from that of the Type II circuit on which the
calculations were based although the interaction impedances were lower.
In the earlier work considerable stress was placed upon the
ridge loading of the slow wave structure for the purpose of increasing
the bandwidth. This work is still valid but_ on the basis of the cal-
culations in this section the margin of 10 over starting current is
nowhere very great. Ridge loading_ while it widens the passband of
the circuit# also lowers the interaction impedance to some extent.
On the other hand it is relatively easyj constructionallyjto add ridge
loading to an existing tube design. It was therefore felt wiser not
to introduce this factor into the earlier tubes.
4.2.5 Magnetic Field Requirements
The maximum Brillouin field is required at the low voltage
end_ that isj for a beam voltage of 600 volts. With a current density
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of 4 Amps/cm 2, the value of Brillouln field is calculated from
B ffi1470j -i/4 (gauss)
to be 600 gauss. However, the beam diameter has been taken to be
0.003 in. less than the tunnel diameter which means that the radius
of the thermal orbit of an electron on the beam edge must not exceed
0.00075 in. if it is not to strike the circuit. A magnetic field of
5620 gauss is required to attain this condition. It should be em-
phasized that this value is to be used as a guide_ the actual value
of magnetic field will be determined experimentally from beam trans-
mission data.
4.3 Mechanical Design of the ETL Tube
The most critical problem in the mechanical design of this
tube (as in all millimeter wave tubes) is alignment. There are a
number of ways of achieving good alignment between beam and circuit_
the one we prefer is the use of precision piece parts. This means
that the piece parts are made to high tolerances {± 0.0002 in. for the
critical dimensions) so that alignment is achieved automatically during
assembly. This method has been applied successfully to another milli-
meter tube {a reflex klystron) we now have in prototype production.
In addition to the necessary alignment criterion, versatility
of the design was considered desirable. This included both the gun re-
gion and the circuit region. The gun region was to be designed not
only to accommodate the gun described in Section 4.2.3 but also to
accommodate a low noise gun when it became available. The circuit re-
gion was to be designed to be able to accommodate either one or two
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circuits so that the same shell could be used for Task C and Task D
tubes. In essence 2 this meant making each region longer than would
have been required for a standard gun I single circuit tube.
The resulting tube design is shown in cross-section in
Figure 45. Figure 46 is a photograph of a tube constructed from
this design. This tube design can be used with a low noise gun and
with two circuits. The collector was designed for a 50Q coaxial
system. The coaxial seal has been designed to take a TNC connector.
With this arrangement_ an i-f load such as shown in Figure 14
(Section 2.3.2) 2 but with R 1 and the switch removed_ can be used.
The details of the slow-wave structure have not been in-
dicated in Figure 45. The dimensions of the structure were given
in Section 4.2.4 and a structure made to these dimensions is shown
in Figures 47 and 48. Figure 47 shows the circuit brazed into the
bottom half circuit block. The two slots running the full length
of the block are each half a narrow height waveguide. The two tabs
across the slots 3 one from either end of the circuitj are the coup-
ling antennae. Figure 48 shows the top half circuit block in place
but displaced longitudinally so that part of the circuit and one
coupling antenna are visible.
The circuits are fabricated from 0.0025 in. molybdenum.
Attempts to fabricate circuits from copper sheet were unsuccessful;
the copper was too fragile. The first step in fabrication is to form
the beam tunnel from the solid sheet. The sheet with the tunnel is
then brazed to the bottom half circuit block. Following this, the
circuit is cut into the sheet by spark erosion techniques. Finally,
(Text continued on page 93)
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Figure 47. 50-75 G c / s  slow-wave structure with bottom half circuit block 
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Figure 48. 50-75 Gc/s slow-wave structure with both hal f  c i r c u i t  blocks 
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the top half circuit block is brazed in place. Fabrication and assembly
of the remainder of the tube are straightforward.
4.4 Measurements
4.4.1 The ETL Tube
It is obvious now, with the final results available from
Task B, why none of the ETL tubes oscillated. Figure 38 (Section 3.2.3)
clearly shows that the impedance (on the axis) of a Type IV circuit (the
type used in the ETL tube) is only half that of the Type IIl circuit
whereas we expected it to be twice the impedance of the Type III circuit.
This means that the starting currents for the ETL tubes would be much
higher than those predicted in Table 3 (Section 4.2.2). The reasons for
this difference in impedance are not completely clear although it is
suspected that the fields fall off toward the axis more rapidly in the
Type IV circuit than indicated in Equation (D-4) (Appendix D).
We were able to obtain some evidence of backward-wave ampli-
fication in one of the ETL tubes. It was not possible to measure the
gain_ it was probably less than 1/2 db above cold loss. It was possible,
however, to measure three points on the voltage tuning curve which were
V (kV) f (Gcls)
0.75 52.5
0.82 54.5
1.2 60.0
These are not unexpected values.
Some rough measurements of beam transmission were possible, too.
For one tube, transmission through the gun was about 50_ while transmission
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through the slow-wave circuit was about 75%. The low gun transmission
may have been due_ at least in partj to the lack of focus control on
this tube.
For all the maasurementsj the beam was solenoid focused.
The value of the axial magnetic field was about 1600 gauss.
4.4.2 The STL Tube
A more complete set of measurements is available for the
STL tube. Figure 49 shows the power output as a function of frequency.
A mlnlmumof I0 mW of output power is available from about 67 Gc/s to
nearly 75 Gc/s. The tube drops out of oscillation below 65 Gc/s be-
cause the required starting current has risen above the beam current
(see Figure 54). Figure 50 is the experimental tuning curve.
The tube was also operated as a BWA. Figure 51 shows the
electronic gain as a function of beam current for three different
frequencies. Gain in the presence of oscillation also was measured
and this is shown in Figure 52. The similarity between this curve and
the curve for the S-band tube shown in Figure 12 (Section 2.3.2) is
quite striking.
Dispersion data were taken on this tube and plotted on the
dispersion curve for the L-band model of this circuit_ that is, on
Figure 33 (Section 3.2.3). The result is shown in Figure 53.
Starting currents as functions of circuit voltage are shown
in Figure 54. Insertion loss as a function of circuit voltage is
shown in Figure 55. A pronounced similarity exists between the curves
of the two figures. The input VSWR as a function of frequency is shown
in Figure 56 and the circuit loss as a function of frequency is shown
in Figure 57.
(Text continued on page 101)
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Finally_ one measurement of conversion gain was made. It
should be remembered that the i-f circuit was quite crude for this tube.
A conversion gain of -90 db was obtained at fd = 260 Mc/s (fs = 70.26 Gc/s).
By referring to Figure 52_ it can be seen that this is not the most ad-
vantageous frequency at which to make a conversion galn measurement.
However 3 no further measurements were made on this tube.
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5. TASK D
5.1 Introduction
This task was concerned with the design and construction of
a prototype double circuit converter tube for the 50 - 75 Gc/s region
of the spectrum. As stated in the contract_ this task was to be ac-
complished after the completion of Task C. Because Task C was not
completed_ Task D only reached preliminary design sLages. Considera-
tion had been given to the required changes to the ETL SCC design
(Section 4.3) so that it could be made into a DCC and the necessary
piece parts had been designed and fabricated. The design changes will
be discussed in this section.
Theoretical and experimental evidence has conclusively demon-
strated that the SCC will not be effective as a low level receiver. In
particular_ the noise performance of the SCC is not good, even with a
low noise gun. Therefore I the work that was being done on a low noise
gun design was directed toward application to the DCC. This work will
be described here.
The theory of conversion gain as a function of intermediate
frequency has been extended to the DCC case. It is a simpler analysis
than the one described in Section 2.2 but still gives the essential
behavior of the device. This also is described in this section.
Finally_ a noise theory for the DDC, based upon the model de-
scribed in Section 2.4 for the SCC_ is presented.
5.2 Mechanical DesiBn Considerations for the DCC
There are two changes which must be made to the basic design
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of Figure 45 (Section 4.3) in order to make it into a DCC. First of
all, the two circuits must be d-c isolated so that a potential dif-
ference may be maintained between them. This means that one of the
circuits also must be isolated from the shell. This can be done most
conveniently with the amplifier circuit which is closer to the gun
(and the stem), than the oscillator circuit. Figure 58 shows a trans-
verse cross-section of the shell and circuit (with circuit block).
Four square notches have been broached the length of the shell and
these notches accurately position the square cross-section circuit
block. This is the method used for the SCC and for the oscillator
section of the DCC. It is shown in Figure 58a. Figure 58b shows the
method for the amplifier section of the DCC. The corners of the cir-
cuit block have been cut with square notches the full length of the
block. Four ceramic rods with square cross-sections align and isolate
the amplifier circuit. Isolation at either end of the amplifier cir-
cuit block can be done with mica shims. Only smell spacings are re-
quired as the potential difference between amplifier and oscillator
(or shell) should never exceed a few hundred volts.
The second change in design is with regard to the waveguides_
four are needed now instead of two. This means the output block must
be changed to accommodate a waveguide every 90 ° around a circle instead
of every 180 °. In addition_ the oscillator circuit block must have two
more narrow height waveguides cut its full length in order to carry the
r-f energy to and from the amplifier circuit block. A possibility for
mismatch exists because of the gap required for d-c isolation between
the oscillator and amplifier circuit blocks. Some tests were made at
35 Gc/s using quartz wedges to couple across a gap. It was
-104-
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Figure 58. Transverse cross-section of shell and circuit showing
d-c isolated and non-lsolated circuit mountings
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discovered that_ with the short gaps of interest here 3 no wedges are
needed and effective coupling still can be maintained.
5.3 Low Noise Gun Design
5.3.1 Theoretical Considerations
Noise figure is defined as the ratio of signal power to noise
power at the input divided by the ratio of signal power to noise power
at the output, that is
F = (silsi)/(So/No)
= I + Pn/(GkT_) (5-I)
where G is the power gain, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute
temperature, Llf is the bandwidth, and Pn is the output noise power due
to noise sources within the tube.
Considering only noise due to the beam_ the noise figure
may be expressed as
÷ ¥ Ivo I (5-2)
where V o and I o are the d-c beam voltage and current_ respectively, C
is Pierce_s gain parameter and Vcl is the output circuit vol_age due
to the Ith source of noise on the beam. Currie and Forster 15 write
Equation (5-2) in the form
where W _s the characteristic beam impedance, (mq2Vo)/(atlo) , A and B
A
are complex functions of QC and d 3 and Vbi and Ibi are the rms noise
voltage and current_ respectively_ on the beam at the circuit entrance,
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due to the ith source of noise at the potential m_nimum.
There are assumed to be two uncorrelated sources of noise
at the potential minimum: shot noise 3 which 3 if smoothing is ignored 3
is given by
_= 2eIo_ (s-4)
and veloclty fluctuatlons which are given by Rack 16 as
[Va_ffi (4-_) (e/m)kTc_f/I o (5-5)
where T c is the cathode temperature. These sources give rise to a
standing-wave of noise current along the beam having a standlng-wave
ratioj _ 3 and a plasma angle,_, between the standlng-wave minimum
and the circuit entrance.
It can be shown that Equation (5,3) has a mlnlmumvalue
given by
when
and
where
= + I (5-6)
ffi_op_- cz/2)IRA12+ IBI2+IA2+s2_/ I_,cA_*)I
_= _opt----(1/2)_ + (2n + 1)_I_, n ffi 0, ± 1j ± 2 3 ....
"t'= tan-I _2 Re(AB*)"]/(IAI 2 - lel z)
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Currle and Forster give curves for Fa_Ln_ _opt.1 and _opt. in terms of
QC and circuit loss. Values of QC at the start of oscillation have
been calculated and it is assumed that QC for the BWA will not be far
from these. The maximum value of circuit loss considered in Reference
15 is 10 dh and extrapolation has been used to obtain figures for the
assumed 15 db loss of the proposed circuit. The calculated values
are given in Table 5, The cathode temperature has been taken as llO0°C
f
(Gels)
55
62.5
75
Table 5.
Qc
0.94
0.20
0.06
_opt.
1.1
1.8
5.
_opt.
(degrees)
?
-75
-32
Froth.
(db)
13.3
13.8
14.6
Minimumnoise figure values over the frequency band.
(T c = 1373). The small values of _opt. at the low frequency end of
the band indicate that the phase of the standing-wave in this region
will not be important.
5.3.2 Design Considerations
The basic low noise gun is shown in Figure 59. Its purpose
is to transform the noise standing-wave excited at the potential mini-
mum in the diode region to the desired values of _ and _ at the cir-
cuit entrance (the end of the drift tube). The three main regions of
the gun may be considered separately.
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Figure 59. Basic low noise gun.
The diode region is considered first. The cathode specifica-
tions were evolved in Section 4. The cathode diameter is 0.017 inches.
The cathode current density is 4 Amp/cm 2 giving a total beam current
of 5.85 mAmp.
The grid is designed for Pierce parallel flow but in prac-
tice the potential usually is increased to give conditions of 'quasi-
divergent' flow. The reasons for this are explained in detail by
Knechtll and BeamlT_ the idea being to reduce the rapid rate of change
of beam impedance in the diode region. By allowing the cathode to pro-
trude through the grid_ greater control over the fields at the cathode
surface is obtained. For the same reason the grid taper angle is often
decreased but it has been kept at 67-1/2 ° for this gun.
The first anode distance 2 dl_ should be as small as possible
in order to keep the diode region at low potential and to glve a large
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voltage change between the first anode and the circuit. This allows
voltage changes on later anodes to have more effect on the standing
wave. A recommended minimum value for dI is twice the cathode diameter.
Nith the diode spacing and cathode current density specified,
the first anode voltage, VI, is fixed by the Child-Langmuir law,
Jo = 2.335 x 10"6(Vl)3/2/(dl )2
If dI is chosen as 0.030 in., then V1 = 460 volts. For quasi-divergent
flow, this value usually is reduced by 20Z and 350 volts may be taken
as a typical value.
The purpose of the transformer region is to change the beam
impedance at the diode to that required at the circuit. An empirical
expression for the overall length of this region, LI, is given in
Reference 17. It corresponds to an exponential increase in beam im-
pedance between the first anode and the drift tube. For this case,
L1 is given by
L1 = in E (P4/Pl)(V41VI)314_ I_ (5-7)
where p is the plasma frequency reduction factor and
= 2_(_ql - _q4 )-1/2
where _q is the reduced plasma wavelength. For a BWA, V4 varies over
a wide range. In the present case the required value of L1 varies over
the band as shown in Table 6. L1 has been fixed at 0.130 in. and it is
hoped that it will be possible to optimize the noise performance at the
band edges by adjustment of the voltages on the second and third anodes.
In fact, L1 is not too critical and the value given by Equation (5-7)
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Table 6.
f
(Gc/s)
I
50
65
75
V4
(volts)
600
2000
5000
(approx.)
L1
(inches)
O. 025
O. 126
O. 300
Required impedance transformer lengths over the frequency band.
represents a compromise between two contradictory requirements:
1. The transformer region should be long s for flexibility_ and
2. The transformer region should be short_ to avoid an increase
in noise due to higher-order space charge waves.
In designing the transformer region_ the number and placement
o£ the anodes must be considered as well as the aperture size and the
anode voltages. All the papers consulted indicate that two independent
anodes (between the first anode and the drift tube) are sufficient.
More anodes give increased flexibility but there is a danger o£ in-
creased noise due to lens effects lB. There seems to be little or no
advantage in making the anode separations anything but equal_ that is I
d2 m d3 m d4. The anode apertures should not be less than twice the
beam diameter_ to avoid lens effects (which increase the noisiness of
the beam) and not much greater than the distance of the adjacent
anodes_ to avoid field penetration from one region to another. The
entrance to the drift tube is stepped to avoid the sharp change in
potential profile which would otherwise occur at this point. The
anode voltages are initially set for a linear potential rise_ which
-iii-
corresponds_ approximately, to an exponential increase in beam imped-
ance. In practice V2 and V3 are adjusted to obtain the required
values of _ and _ .
The final region to be considered is the drift tube. The
length of the drift tubej L2j only affects the value of _ which3 as
we have seen_ is not critical over most of the band. Ideally_ L2
would be such that _ = _opt_ but this can be achieved only for
fixed values of the anode voltages. It seems reasonable to start
by making L2 _ L1 (cf._ for example_ Fank's 38 Gc/s tubel9).
Greater flexibility can be obtained by isolating the drift tube from
the circuit. In this way a small voltage difference between circuit
and drift tube allows coarse adjustment of _ Without much variation
in _ . However_ to avoid the constructional difficulties3 this modi-
fication will not be incorporated at this stage.
A cross-sectional view of a gun design based on these con-
siderations is shown in Figure 60. The important dimensions also are
shown in Figure 60.
5.3.3 Measurements
In order to check the beam transmission of the low noise gun
three beam tester tubes have been built in which the gun was coupled
to a 1-1/2 in. length of 0.020 in. diameter drift tube. To date 3 the
maximum transmission measured has been 60_. This was for a magnetic
field of 5000 gauss. For low noise operation_ the beam transmission
must be improved to better than 90% and further tests are planned.
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All dimensions in
thousandths of an inch
130 to start
of circuit
Figure 60. Cross sectional view of low noise gun design.
5.4 Conversion Gain
The derivation of the difference frequency current for the
DCC3 id23 is based on a simpler model than the derivation for the SCC
(Section 2.2). The DCC is treated only for the case of large QCI
where the fast space charge wave can be neglected_ and for zero loss.
As pointed out in Section 2.21 Equations (2-1) through (2-6) are ap-
plicable to both the SCC and the DCC. It is in the derivation of
the space charge waves that the two devices diverge. The derivation
of the space charge waves for the DCC is given in Appendix E. Also
-I13-
given in Appendix E is the solutlon for id2.
Id2 _?Clo/V O [Bqs(Ll) l H2
It may be written as
(5-8)
where C is Pierce's gain parameter_ I o and V o are the d-c beam current
and voltage_ respectlvely I Bqs(L1) is the amplitude of the slow space
charge wave (at frequency fs) at the end of the first (amplifier)
helix_ and H21 a complicated function of the system parameters_ is
given by Equation (E-3). The amplitude of the space charge wave is
nearly equal to the square root of the power available at the output
of the amplifier. Thus 3 if Ps is the input power to the amplifier
helix at fs and ga is the total r-f power gain of the amplifier I then
IBqs(L1)I2 _PsSa
The variation of conversion sainwith difference frequency
can be seen in curves of normalized i-f current_ H2t as a function
of normalized difference frequency_ fd/fo. Figures 61 and 62 show
the variation of H2 with fd/fo for two values Of_qd/_d; 0.01 and
0.07. The other parameters_ QC_ C and_ o have the same values for
both curves (11 0.0_ and -1 respectively) where _o is the ratio of
the d-c velocity to the group velocity of the circuit wave_ that is_
C_o = Uo/Vg. The curves show very sharp peaks for small values of
fd/fo. The curve in Figure 63 has the same values for the parameters
as Figure 62 except for QC which is now 2. The curve shows that H2
(and hence_ id2 ) varies only very slightly with QC. Figure 64
changes the valueof C to 0.05 compared to Figure 62 and shows that
H2 does not depend markedly on C either. Finally I Figure 653 com-
pared with Figure 62 alters_ o to -2 and the sharp peak is seen
to disappear.
(Text continued on page 119)
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These results show a most striking behavlor_ where 3 for cer-
tain values of the parametersj very sharp peaks of H2 occur (for small
fd)" The reason for these peaks is thought to be as follows: The
electron beam is a plasma which can propagate free space charge waves
at the frequency fd" These waves travel with phase velocities
The beam will also propagate other waves at fd " the forced solutions -
due to the mixing of the signals at fo and fs" In fact the model shows
that there are four of these forced waves_ that is 3
i_=B1_exp(J_Iz)
The peaks are produced when one of these waves has the same phase
veloclty as one of the free waves_ that is_
_d + _qd " _i + _d
or
i _qd ffi hi (5-9)
Equation (5-9) shows why the peaks are so sharp since both _qd and
_i vary at the same time so that equality wiU only be approached for
a narrow range of the parameters. The peaks were not produced for
the SCC simply because the values of the parameters were not taken in
the necessary range.
Finally3 as in Section 2.2 3 a specific example of a milli-
meter device is given, The same data is used_ that is_
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_= 10 db
I o = 2.95 n_p
Vo = 1680 volts
I_ = O. 692 ohms
fo = 62 Gc/s
fs = 64 Gc/s
R = 5 x 105 ohms
C = 0,006715
QC = 0.O253
The conversion galn is given by
g2 = (1/8) lidZi /Ps
where
I 1d212/Ps - (C_:o)ga [H212
H2 was calculated for large QC and zero loss. Assuming the dependance
of H2 on QC and _ is similar to the behavior of H13 we obtain
H2 m 0.45
If the ampllfier has a gain of 30 db 3 then
G2 - -8 db
5.5 Noise Theory
If we use the same noise model that was used in Section 2.43
the noise figure for the DCC may be written directly fromEquation
(2-21a). Two changes are required. First 3 the DCC has good image
reJection_ consequently t the 2 in the denominator of the last term
In Equation (2-17) must be removed. Thls implies multiplying the
last term of Equation(2-21a) by 2. Second 3 H_ is replaced by
gaH_. Therefore 3 the noise figure F23 is given by
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F 2 = FA + 7.72(Tc/T)Vo/(VAlCga H2) (5-10)
For the milllmeter wave device example of Section 2.4_ the
noise figure was
F1 -' FA + 4 x 107
For the same example with a DCC_ the noise figure is
F2 =FA+ 102
If an amplifier noise figure of 15 db can be obtained 3 as suggested in
Section 5.3.11then
F2_ 21 db
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
6.1 Conclusions
An exhaustive study, both theoretical and experimental, of the
conversion gain of a single circuit converter was performed as Task A
of this contract. Two main conclusions may be drawn from the results
of this study. First 3 the experimental verification of the theory 3 as
presented in Figures 17 and 18 3 demonstrates that this theory of the
single circuit converter_ based on a space charge wave analysis_ satis-
factorily describes the behavior of the device. Secondj the single
circuit converter_ because it is both simple to construct and operate_
is a useful swept receiver front end in high signal level applications_
hut_ because of low conversion gain and high noise figure3cannot he
used in low level applications.
The experimental results of Task B for dispersion and inter-
action impedance show that plane circuits can be deformed without unduly
impairing their properties. The high impedance and large bandwidth of
the plane meander line are not greatly diminished by the introduction
of a small beam tunnel at the center of the bars_ the main effect is a
reduction in the interaction impedance at the low frequency end of the
range by a factor of about five. The results also show that theoretical
calculations for the plane meander line circuit may be used as a guide
in designing the modified circuits. The large diameter circuits showed
strong anti-symmetric modes which were not apparent in the circuits with
smaller beam tunnels. The circuit with the small_ semi-circular beam
tunnel is relatively easy to make but this advantage is offset by low
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impedance and reduced interaction area. The selection of a particular
configuration must be determined by beam-circuit considerations.
Two tube types 3 which were different both in mechanical design
and in the choice of slow-wave circuit_ were built and tested for Task C.
One type was designed as a laboratory vehicle and used a full circular,
0.020 in. beam tunnel diameter, slow-wave circuit. The tube oscillated
with a minimum of 10 mW. of output power from 67 to 75 Gc/s. A maxi-
mum of 33 mW at 69 Gc/s was achieved. Meaningful conversion gain
measurements were not possible with this tube but the results have
demonstrated that the meander line with a circular beam tunnel can be
used successfully in the 50 to 75 Gc/s region of the spectrum. Modi-
fications to the design will be required if full band coverage is to
be attained.
The other tube type built for Task C was designed as a proto-
type model and used a semi-circular 3 0.020 in. beam tunnel diameter#
slow-wave circuit. The fact that it was not possible to obtain oscil-
lations indicated that the original estimates for the interaction
impedance of this circuit were high. This was later confirmed by the
final results of Task B. The good beam transmission through this tube
indicates that the basic mechanical design is adequate and that align-
ment problems have been overcome. The obvious next step is to incor-
porate the full-circular circuit into the prototype mechanical design.
We are doing just that under an ITT internally funded program.
Four items relating to double circuit converters were studied
under Task D. The first concerned the mechanical design and the con-
clusion reached was that, although double circuit converters are more
difficult to build than single circuit converters, there appear to be
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no insuperable design problems. The second concerned the design of a
low noise gun which indicated the noise figure of the amplifier section
of the converter could be maintained below 15 db across the frequency
band.
The third item dealt with the conversion gain of the double
circuit converter. Two main features resulted from this study. First_
the conversion gain of the double circuit converterj in contrast to
the single circuit converter_ does not approach zero for increasing
difference frequency but can be maintained at relatively high values.
Second, high peaks in conversion gain occur for low values of difference
frequency. It is tempting to try to make use of this enhanced inter-
action but this is unlikely to be practicable for three reasons:
1. the peak is very narrow and may be greatly reduced when
losses are taken into account 3
2. it occurs at low values of fd_ and
3. the frequency at which it occurs will vary with the beam
voltage_ which has to be swept.
Further study would be required to see whether the phenomonon could
be usefully exploited.
Finally, the noise theory predicts that an overall noise
figure for the double circuit converter can be nearly 20 db. This
requires an amplifier noise figure in the neighborhood of 15 db or
less.
In summary, two major conclusions can be reached. First, a
meander llne deformed to accommodate cylindrical beams can be a use-
able millimeter wave slow wave circuit. Second_ swept receivers for
low signal levels require a double circuit rather than a single
circuit converter.
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6.2 Recommendations
We are continuing work on a modified Task C tubeto be oper-
ated as a BWO in the 50 - 75 Gc/s frequency range. It will combine
the mechanical features of the ETL design with the full circular slow-
wave circuit design of the STL tube. Some designmodlflcatlons to
the circuit remain to be made to attain full band coverage. Based on
the evidence presented in this report we recommend that work on milli-
meter wave converter tubes be continued and propose that the next
logical phase in this program is to build operating double circuit
backward-wave converters in the 50 - 75 Gc/s frequency range.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of the Space Charge Waves and
the Solution of DeGrasse's Equations for the SCC
The interaction between an external electromagnetic field
and an electron beam is described by the three coupled equations 19
-dAc/dz = J_cAc + JdcfA f + JdcqAq (A-l)
-dAf/dz = -jdcfA c + J_fAf (A-2)
-dAq/dz = -JdcqA c + JSqAq (A-3)
where Ac, Af, and Aq represent respectively the circuit wave (external
field), the fast and slow space charge waves, and _c' _f' and _q are
the propagation coefficients of these waves, dcf and dcq are the
coupling constants between the circuit wave and the fast and slow space
charge waves respectively. In terms of Pierce's space charge (QC) and
gain (C) parameters, these quantities may be written
8c = _e(l + Cb) + J_eCd
Sf = Se(l - 2c ,4_')
Sq = Se(1 + 2c ,,/[6)
Se - _'Vo
dcf = dcq = (1/2) 8eC(QC)'i/4
where _ is the radlan frequency of the external field and Uo the d-c
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velocity of the electron beam. b is related to the phase velocity of
the structure_ Vp_ by the expression
vplU o = llCl + Cb)
d is related to the circuit losses by the expression
= _BeCd = O.05(In I0) (f_/L)
where Q is the total cold loss of the circuit and L is its length,
The boundary conditions for the coupled equations are
A c(0) - I , Aq(0) = Af(0) = 0
that is_ initially all the energy is contained in the circuit wave.
With these conditions, the solutions can be written
Ac = exp('J_ez) I
_i2 + 4QC
-[exp(2_CN&lz/L ) + cyclic terms (A-4)
Af = - exp(-J_ez) I( "J_l + 2_r_ j2,(QC)1/4 c_l -_2)_ _ , _3 ) exp(2_CNC_lZ/L ) + cyclic terms
(A-5)
exp(-J_ez)
2 (QC) 1/4
exp(2_CN_lz/L ) + cyclic terms (A-6)
where61, 62, and 63 are the roots of the cubic equation 13
_3 + _2(j b _ d) + 4QC_ + 4QC(Jb + d) -J = 0 (A-7)
, -131-
In order to solve the DeGrasse equations, Equations (2-1) and
(2-2)3 it is necessary to write Equations (A-5) and (A-6) for both the
oscillator frequency_ fol and the slgnal frequency, fs. These expres-
sions for Afo , Aqo I Afs I and Aqs are substituted into Equations (2-3)
through (2-6) which are used in turn to solve Equations (2-1) and (2-2)
subject to the boundary conditions
Vd(0) = id(0) = 0
+
Equations (A-5) and (A-6) may be written more conveniently as
Afo = Vlexp  (CS)o l,/ 
Aqo - Elexp_.(Clq)o(_lz/L] + E2exp[_.(CN)oOC2z/L] + E3exp[_.(CN)oOC3z/L]
Afs = Flexp_.(CN)s_lz/L _ * F2exp_.(CN)s_2z/L__ _ * F3exp _.(CN)s_3z/L ]
Aqs = Glexp_.(CN)s_lZ/L _ + G2ex p _"(CN)s_2z/L ] + G3ex p _"(CN)s_3z/L _
where the amplitude coefficients can be determined from Equations (A-5)
and (A-6). For example
D1-- "(i/2)(QC)ol/4exp(-Jl3es z)(['j_l + 2 (__o]/ [(_1- _2)((_I " _3)_I
and
where _I, _2, and _3 refer to the roots of the cubic
+ D2exP_.(CN)o_2Z/L ] + D3exp _.(CN) O _3z/L] (A-8)
(A-9)
(A-1O)
(A-11)
÷b, qc, and CN are frequency sensitive and must be evaluated at fs and
fo - hence the subscripts. C and d are not very frequency sensitive
so that Cs m Co = C and d s _ d o = do
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_3 + _2(Jbo _ d) + 4(QC)o_ + 4(QC)o(Jb o + d) - J -- 0
under oscillation conditions, that is, Ac(L) = 0_ A1, _2, and A 3 refer
to the roots of the cubic
A3 +A2(Jbs d) + 4(QC)s_ + 4(QC)s(Jb s + d) - J = 0
under amplification conditions, that is, IAc(L)I 2 = Ps3 and Ps is the
input power to the circuit at fs" The solution for Idl , is
idl = gs P_sP_/Vo _A°exp(J_qdZ/Uo ) + B°exp('J_qd z/Uo)
+ m,_n=l(1/2) g=n expE2"(CN)o_=nz/L] t
where
,,- ÷
* C=d/=qd)==[_ - JC=d/=o)C_/_=_]t
% = (koks)-l/Z(Dm + Em) (Fn + Gn)*
13mn = (ko/ks)1/2 (Dm _ Em )(F n + Gn)* + (ks/ko)1/2 (D m + Em )(F n _ Cn)*
_em = _ +An(CS)s/(CN)o - j (°_d/t%) (l/C)
Po is the oscillation output power at fo, and gs is the gain of the
device as an amplifier at fs"
(A-12)
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Both Po and gs are measurable quantities and the measured
values may be used directly in Equation (A-12). If the measured values
are not available, the oscillator power may be given by
Po = CloVo exp(-_L) (A-13)
As for the amplifier gain, it would be expected to be hyperbolic about
the oscillator frequency. The gain at fo is infinite, that is, a
finite output is obtained for zero input. Thus, as fd approaches
zero (fs approaches fo), gs will increase beyond all bounds. It
is reasonable, therefore, to expect gs to vary inversely as fd for
values of fs near fo. Thus, 8s maY be expressed in the form
gs = (Kfd/fo)'l (A-14)
For fs close to fo, the circuit wave for the amplifier, Acs , will be
given by Aco , the circuit wave at oscillation, plus a term to the
first order in fd/fo. Using such an expression, the gain was evalu-
ated from
gS -- Acs (0)/Acs (L)
The expression for K is found to be
"(ul "/22)I(_I - 62) " (lJl - N3)I(_I " _3) + _eCL(1)l - _I)) exp(_SeC&IL)
+ cyclic terms (A-15)
where
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for i = I, 2, or 3.
Thus I the difference frequency current for the SCC_ idl I may
be written as
idl ffi _PsClo/V o H 1 (A-16)
where HI, the normalized difference frequency current for the SCC_ is
given by
H1 = (Kfd/f o)'lexp(-0_L/2) _ ASexp(J_qdZ/Uo) + B'exp(-JCOqdZ/U o)
+ m_nffil (1/2)gmneX p [2_(CN)o _Dmz/L]l (A-17)
The expression for H I can be simplified for those cases where
QC is high. For high QC_ Af_ the fast space charge wave can be neglected.
Thus 2 Equations (A-l) through (A-3) are reduced to two coupled equations.
Under oscillation conditions_ that is 3 Aqo(0) = Aco(L) = 0 2 the slow
space charge wave is given by
Aqo = J2A l exp(_)exp(-J_qoZ)sin{dcq I1 - (_,/2dcq)2]l/2z)
O
where dcq means the coupling coefficient, dcq _ at fo" Under amplifica-
tion conditions, that is Aqs(0 ) = 0 and IAcs(L)[ 2 = Ps,
Aqs ffi Jgs _S exp [-J(l/2)(_q s + _cs + Job)z s:i.n_dc_
+ ({_qs" _cs" J°C)2/(2dc_) 2] I/2z_
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The gain is determined as above,
may be written as
%s = -V sexp(-=L/2)
where
except in this case, the circuit wave
exp EJ(l/2)_qs + IBcs + J_)z]_jEsin[(dc_) 2
=_qs - Scs - J_
Thus, inthe expression for gs, the value of K becomes
The DeGrasse equations may be solved with these expressions
for the space charge waves, subject to the same boundary conditions
as before 3 and the equation for H 1 becomes
for QC large.
to
(A-t8)
(A-19)
This expression is further reduced in the lossless case
+ (I + Uolvg)_ I/2 (A-20)
for QC large and _= O.
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APPENDIX B
Calculatlon from Measured Data of Amplifier Gain in the
Presence of Oscillation for a SCC
Referring to Figure 11 in Section 2.31 an output power 3 PAl 3
of the HP oscillator is related to the dbmAi output reading by
dbmAi - 1Q.. log PAl (B-l)
where PAl is in mW. The subscripts have been defined in Section 2.3.
With the switch in position Ij there is 26 db of attenuation between
the HP oscillator and the spectrum analyzer. This corresponds to a
power ratio of 2.5 x 10 -3 . The analyzer deflection_ DA_ depends on
the power at the analyzer input which in turn depends on PA/" Thus_
DA may be related to PAl by
DA = 2.5 x i0 "3 PAl (B-2)
With the switch in position 23 the HP oscillator is readjusted so that
its output power_ PA2J causes the same analyzer deflection_ DA. This
time though 3 the power leaving (PA2) is dropped 5 db (0.316 ratio)1
part is reflected at the helix input (the power reflection coefficient
is RA) _ and is coupled to the analyzer by a I0 db (0. I ratio) direc-
tional coupler. Therefore I DA is related to PA2 by
DA = PA2 (0.316) RA (0.1) (B-3)
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Ellmlnatlng DA from Equations (B-2) and (B-3) and solving for RA yields
Rx = 7.9 x 10-2 (PAI/PA2) (B-4)
The transmission coefficient_ TAI is related to RA by
T,,, = I - Xa = 1 - 7.9 x 10"2(PAI/PA2) (B-5)
orj in terms o£ dbmAi3
TA- 1 - 7.9 x 10-2 [antilos (0.1 db_l_/_ntilog (0.1 db_2_ (S-6)
Specific ally
T C - I - 7.9 x 10 -2 Eantilog (0.I dbmcl) ] /_ntilog (0.1 dbmc2)_ (B-7)
Tll = I - 7.9 x 10 -2 _ntilo8 (0.I dbn_l) _ / _ntilog (0. I dbmq_2)_ (B-8)
These expressions will be required for the calculation of amplifier gain.
The power 8aln o£ the hellx_ gA_ is the ratio of power out to
power in and the db galn_ CA_ is given by
GA = 10 los gA (B-9)
With the switch in position 3_ the HP oscillator is readjusted so that
its output power_ P&3s causes the analyzer deflection DA. In this case1
the power leaving (PA3) is dropped 5 db (0.316 ratio)_ is partially
transmitted at the helix input (TA)j iS increased by the helix gain_ gA_
is dropped by 13 db (0.05 ratio) and causes, the deflectionj DA. Thus_
DA is related to PA3 by
Dx = x,x3 (o.316)TA gA (0.05) (S-1O)
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Eliminating DA from Equations (B-2) and (B-10) and solving for gA yields
gA = (o.156) PAII(ZAPA3) (S-ll)
The amplifier gain (above cold loss) in the presence of oscillation_ Gs
(in db)3 is
GA=G H - GC = I0 log gH " I0 log gc
= 1o log (gs/gc)
-- to log (Pel/Z.P.3) (ZcPc3) (ZcPc3/ecl)
= (dbmc3-dbmB3) 4. (dbmBl-dbmcl) 4. l0 log (Tc/Ta) (S-12)
where TC and TH are given by Equations (B-7) and B-8) respectively.
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APPENDIX C
Derivation of the Harmonic Interference Correction Factorj G
Under the assumptions that the magnetic field and transverse
electric fields are negligibly small at the perturbationj the frequency
!
shiftj Zlfr_ due to the perturbation may be given by
!
= ClEz(Y)Ez(Y)* (C-I)
where C I is a proportionality constant and y is the distance from the
structure (the origin) to the perturbation. Strictly speaking_ the
equation should appear as an integral over the perturbation but we
assume the perturbation is small and that Ez(y ) represents an average
value over the perturbation.
that is 3
oo
Ez(y ) is the sum of the space harmonicsj
,,...(y) = E..m(y) (c-z)
m z= -_
so that Equation (C-l) may be written
(c-3)
The space harmonic fields are_ of course_ orthogonal over
the whole volume of the slow-wave structure resonator but it can be
shown 20 that under the conditions for which the simple perturbation
theory is valid_ the fields may be taken a s orthogonal over the volume
of the perturbation. Therefore_ Equation (C-3) may be written as
co
Z
_fr = Cl Ezra(y) Ezra(y)* (C-4)
m = -CO
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We now assume that there are only two space harmonics of
sufficient strength to perturb the frequency_ the fundamentalj m = 0j
and one otherj m = n. Therefore
!
CIEzo (Y) Ezo (Y)* CIEzn(Y)Ezn(Y)*
_fr = +
= C1Zzo(Y)Ezo(y)* E1 + Ezn(y)Ezn(y)*/Ezo(y)Zzo(y)*_ (C-5)
But CiEzo(Y)Ezo(y)* is Just the Aft of Equation (3-10); therefore G is
given by
G = 1 + Ezn(y)Ezn(y)*/Ezo(Y)Ezo(y)* (C-6)
We define Fn(Y) as the ratio Ezn(Y)/Ezn(O ) and So_ n as the ratio
Ezn(0)/Ezo(0) where y = 0 implies the value at the structure. Thus
Equation (C-6) may be written as
2
G = 1 +  o;nF.<Y)/FoCY (C-7)
So;n; Fo(y), and Fn(Y ) usually are easily obtainable from the
theory of the structure so evaluation of this correction factor is quite
straightforward. For example; for the meander line; with or without
ridge loading; the amplitude of the nth harmonic at the bars is
given by
Zzn(0)= C2(e + nx)"1 cos(e/2) sin _(e + n.)/4_ cos(nx/2)
where C2 is a constant. Thus
So,n = 8 sin E(e + n_)/4 ]cos n_/2 E(e + n_)sin (e/4_-I (C-8)
Through Pierce's impedance equation; Equation (3-2); we see that
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F2(y) = Ezn(Y)Ezn(y)*/Ezn(O)Ezn(O)*
= _(.v)/zn(o) (c-9)
and thus Fn2(y) is a spatial impedance transformation factor for the nth
space harmonic. The factor F2n(y) is discussed more fully in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX D
Impedance Transformation Factors
?
The impedance transformation factor, F_(y), was defined
in Appendix C by the relation
Fn(Y) = Ez.(Y)/E..n(O) (D-l)
where y is the distance measured from the structure. Thus_ if we know
the transverse variation of the fields 3 we can evaluate F_(y).
For a plane structure (e.g. I a planar meander line) with no
side walls_ or with very distant side walls_ Ezn varies as exp(-_ny) _
therefore
Fn(Y ) = exp(-_ny) _ n - O, ± I, • 2, ..... (v-2)
where
_n = _o ÷ n./p
and p is the bar pitch (see Figure 25). For a full cylindrical structure
(e.g._ a Type I, II, or Ill structure) with an axial perturbatlon,
F(y) F(a) for b<<a where a is the structure radius and b is the
perturbing dlelectrlc radlus 2
Fn(Y) _ ll'ro(%a) (D-3)
where
2
_n = - = -
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For a half cylindrical structure (e.g., a Type IV structure), it is
reasonable to assume that the fields at the center relative to those
at the bars are half what they would be for a full cylindrical structure.
Therefore_ for this structure_
(D-4)
Not only does the value of Fn(Y) allow the calculation of G,
but if the impedance is known at one point 3 then 3 from Equation (C-9)3
the impedance can be calculated anywhere. If the impedance at Yl is
known to be Kn(Yl) 3 then the impedance at Y21 Kn(Y2) may be determined
by writing Equation (C-9) as
F2n(Y2 ) = Kn(y 2)/in(0)
and
2
Fn(y 1) = Xn(y1)/Xn(O)
Eliminating Kn(O ) and solving for in(Y2) yields
2 2
Kn(Y 2) = Kn(Y I) EFn(Y2)/Fn(Yl)I (D-5)
Inmost cases the impedance at the center, in(a), has been measured
and we wish to calculate the impedance at the circuit, Kn(O), (or
vice versa). This may be obtained directly from Equation (C-9) as
Kn(O ) = Kn(a)/F2(a) (D-6)
A second conversion factor which is required is one which
allows conversion from one space harmonic impedance to another_ that
is 3 given Kn(Y)_ find Km(Y). Substituting Pierce*s impedance equation
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Equation (3-21, into the identity
yields
Now
and
_mCY)= x_Cy) [_mCY)/"n(y_ 2/ (_m/_n) 2
= Sn,,. FmCY)/F_CY)
_m/_n - (_, ° + m_/p)/(_, ° + ng/p)
(D-7)
(D-S)
(D-9)
= (e + m_)/(e + n,O (D-IO)
where %, the phase shift per bar, is given by
O ffi Bop
Therefore, Equation (D-8) may be wzitten as
2
KmCY) = KnCY) Sn,m E FmCY)/Fn('V)_ 2 (O + n_)2/(O + m_) 2 (D-XX)
For the structures in this report, we are interested in the
-2 space harmonic impedance whereas we have measured the fundamental
impedance. For these cases,
(D-12)
where Fo(Y ) and F_2(y ) are given by either Equation (D-3) or (D-4).
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For a space harmonic transformation made at the structure 3
y = 0 3 Fn(O ) = 1. Substituting Equation (3-14) for So _2 and rearrang-
ing in terms of the variable e/_ yields
K.2(o)= Ko(o)(old)4 cot2_/4)(0/_)] / E(o/_)-2]4 (D-13)
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APPENDIX E
Derivation of the Space Charge Waves and
the Solution of DeGrasse's Equations for the DCC
The space charge waves for the DCC are obtained by solving
the two coupled equations_ Equations (A-l) and (A-3)_ for both helices.
The first helix (amplifier) acts like an ordinary BWA so that at the
end of the helix there is a slow space charge wave with a certain
amplitude propagating on the beam wlth the frequency is" This wave
propagates unchanged to the second (oscillator) helix. This space
charge wave then induces a circuit wave on the second hellx_ and inter-
acts with it along the helix. ¢Ehe interactlonwill only be appreciable
for small fd/fo.) The difference between the model used to describe the
SCC and that used to describe the DCC is in the boundary conditions for
the space charge and circuit waves at the frequency fs for the oscil-
lator hellx. For the SCC the boundary conditions are (Appendix A)I
Aqs(0) = 0 ,
and for the DCC_ they are_
IAcs(L)] 2 m PS
where Bqs(L 1) is the slow space charge wave at frequency fs at the
end (L1) of the amplifying helix.
The expression for Bqs is the same as given in Appendix A for
Aqs under the assumption that QC is large. Solving the two coupled
equations under the second pair of boundary conditions2 the slow space
charge wave at fo is obtained as
IBqs(0)l == [Bqs(L1) [ , Bcs(L2) " 0
. -147-
and at fs as
where
o
Bqo == j2D I exp(-J_3qoZ) sln(dcqz)
Bqs = B I _exp(JtlZ)
- L(tl "I" ISqs)/(t 2 "I' Bqs ) .] expDCt 1 - t2)L2_ expCJt2-)
(_.-1)
(E-2)
and
tl, 2 " -(1/2)(Bqs ÷ 13CS) :1: _/ [(1/2)(13qs - 13CS)12 + (dcSq) 2
All the parameters in these expressions I except L13 refer to the second
(oscillator) helix.
Substituting Equations _-1) and (E-2) into Equations (2-1)
through (2-6) (and changing A to B)_ and solving Equations (2-I) and
(2-2) subject to the boundary condltlons
id(0) = Vd(0) = 0
where z = 0 is the entrance to the second helix_ an expression for the
difference frequency current similar to Equation (A-16) is found as
id2 = _ IBqs(L1)l H2 (_.-3)
where Bqs(L1) is the amplitude of the slow space charge wave at the
end of the first helix 3
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! I
Bi Cfd/fo) [(ko + ks 2 23)(_:i. 0C.l/_eo) + (£d/£o)_ /(_'_/132eo + O_qd/O_)
M= {1- [(t I + _qs)/(t2 -I-I_qs)]expI_Ct1 - t2)I_i'l
and
_z-z, _--z, _3"'++
++- [o:I+,+q,,>+'<:,=,++_._],,,,,I-.+o:,.- ::+>,..:+_
s . tl . i_qs_I -- dcq
_2 = -d_q - 1:1" _qs ,
8
_3 " dcq " 1:2 " I_qs
6
_4 = "dcq " t2 " 13qs
